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CPs Probe Arson
At Burton4Conner
By Ramy A. Arnaout
NEWS EDITOR

The Campus Police and the
Cambridge firc department are
investigating what appeared to be a
case of attempted arson in a BurtonConner House suite kitchen early
Wednesday morning, said Campus
Police Chief Anne P. Glavin.
Campus Police arrived at the
dormitory around 6:12 a.m., after a
suite 222 resident reported finding
paper towels and a roli of toilet
paper on the kitchen stove next to a
lit burner, Glavin said.
When the suite had been
checked by a night watchman at
about 5 a.m., the stove had been off
and clear, said Kenneth Donaghey,
Burton-Conner house manager.
While no material actually
caught fire, "it would go up pretty
fast if it ignited," Glavin said. "The
[burner] was on full blast."
The incident followed a possible
arson attempt the previous Sunday
at MacGregor House, where a roll
of toilet paper was set on fire in the
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middle of a first-floor bathroom,
prompting a dormitory-wide evacuation ["Fire in MacGregor Causes
Evacuation," Dec. 6].
Also, Burton-Conner residents
have been in a state of elevated
awareness since early October,
when Burton-Conner was the site of
four attempted fires -- all of which
involved setting newspaper, paper
towels, and other flammable material on top of lit kitchen stove burners
["Police Investigate Burton Fire
Scare," Oct. 18].
Glavin said that it is still too
early to tell if the events are related.
"These things are not commonplace.
... It can take some time to solve,"
she said.
Glavin did offer a warning. "I'll
be completely frank about this: If
we find out there's someone
involved in this, we'll prosecute
them," Glavin said. "When you talk
about arson, that's a serious situation."
Burton-Conner, Page 13
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WUil Affect Housing
By Stacey E. Blau
STAFF REPORTER
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A festive tree placed -in front of the Student'Center summons .up the holiday spirit for the fast.
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No Required Classes During IAP
Physics Dept. Will Require Class of '98 to Take New IAP Classes
By Venkatesh Satish
STAFF REPORTER

Though the calendar changes
made in spring 1993 allow departments to offer one requirement
exclusively during Independent
Activities Period starting with this
academic year, departments have
made few efforts to do so for IAP
1995.
"We've had some inquiries, but
nothing is in place this year," said
Professor of Media Arts and Sciences Stephen A. Benton '63, who
heads the IAP Policy Committee.
There are a number of reasons
for the slow progress, one of which
is the time it takes to adapt current
required courses to the IAP format,
according to Benton.
"The best use of IAP for

required courses is going to require
a modularization of courses that
doesn't exist yet. ... I think an ideal
course is six units, and there aren't a
lot of six-unit courses on hand."
Another reason for lack of such
required courses this iAP is that
departments cannot force students to
take the class in a specific year,

Benton said. ;"It's very difficult to
think of a required course that
doesn't have to happen at a precise
moment in a student's career."
Also, "there's still the issue that
[the class] should be a course for
IAP, not just a compressed lecture
course." These factors make it challenging to create required classes
for IAP, Benton said.
Currently, the physics department is the only one that has concrete plans to offer mandatory
courses exclusively during IAP,
Benton said.
Physics will offer IAP lab
During IAP 1995, the physics
department will offer Advanced
Project Laboratory (8.122), a course
that emphasizes computational

experimentation, said Professor of
Physics Hale V.D. Bradt PhD '61.
The laboratory course is one part
of an entire curriculum revision in
the Department of Physics, which
will involve the addition of several
courses in subsequent years, Bradt
said. The project lab will "feature
computerized data-taking and analy-

sis capabilities in an effort to bring
students closer to real life experimentation."
The rationale behind the change
was to provide more theoretical
background and add exciting topics,
such as special relativity, to the
physics program, Bradt said.
Physics majors in the Class of
1998 and future classes will have to
take either 8.122 or Advanced Classical Mechanics (8.21), both six-unit
classes, during one of their lAP's,

Bradt said.
Another motivation for requiring
courses over lAP was to give students time to focus on a single subject, Bradt said. "If someone
immerses themselves in a topic for
four weeks, it's a rich experience."
A further reason is that more fac-

uity are available to teach classes
during IAP, Bradt said. Also, "the
[MIT] budget is squeezing the
departments," so maximizing
resources was a factor, he said.
Bradt said that adding a six-unit
course would not be too much of a
lAP, Page 20

The looming issue of the elimination of rent control in Cambridge
may have implications for many
MIT graduate students and the
housing situation at MIT.
On election day in NovemberMassachusetts voters narrowly
approved Question 9, a measure that
will end rent control as of Jan. 1, in
Cambridge, Brookline, and Boston,
the only communities in Massachusetts with rent control. The ballot
question was approved by 51 percent of the voters.
The Cambridge City Council
attempted to stave off the end of
rent control by passing a home-rule
petition which would phase out rent
control in Cambridge over a fiveyear period.
Massachusetts Gov. William
Weld vetoed the bill on Friday.
Brookline and Boston have passed
similar home rules which Weld has
indicated he will veto as well.
The elimination of rent control
may have consequences for MIT
graduate students, 70 percent of
whom live off campus, said Linda
L. Patton, housing manager of the
Graduate Housing Office. Approximately 15 percent of M IT graduate
students live in rent-controlled
apartments, she said.
"The rental market has gotten
tighter" over the past few years, Patton said. "The end of rent control
means that rents off campus will
probably go up in general, and there
will be fewer apartments" available.
"There will be more competition for
affordable housing," she said.
Rent-controlled apartments are
difficult to find, in part because of
their scarcity, Patton said. They are
"rarely advertised" and "mostly discovered by word of mouth," she
said.

"Cambridge is the most affected" by the elimination of rent control, Patton said. Most graduate students who live off campus live in
Cambridge or Somerville. In
Somerville, "rents are generally
lower," she said.
Some students think that they
will have to move out of their apartments if rent control is abolished. "I
don't think that I can afford an
increase in my rent," Heinrich J.
Schwarz G said.
Schwarz currently pays $475 per
month for his Cambridge apartment.
"More than a 5 percent increase"

would force him to move out, he
said. "It's very hard at the moment
to say what I am going to do,"
Rent Control, Page 17

This is the last scheduled
issue of The Tech for 1994.
The Tech will be published
on the four Wednesdays of
Independent Activities Period: Jan. 11, Jan. 18, Jan. 25,
and Feb. 1. Advertising and
letters for these issues are due
Monday at 4:30 p.m. Regular
Tuesday-Friday publication
will resume Feb. 7.
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THE WASHINGTON POST
WASHINGTON

Federal auditors recommend that President Clinton's 1992 campaign repay the Treasury a record $4.1 million because they said the
campaign was not entitled to all the federal matching funds it
received.
The Federal Election Commission is scheduled on Wednesday to
discuss the audit findings, which question the campaign's decision to
give bonuses to certain employees and disallows payments for two
missing rental cars. Last week, auditors suggested that then-President
George Bush's 1992 campaign repay $1.3 million, but the six-member commission cut that amount in half.
The Clinton campaign also disagrees with the audit findings, said
campaign committee attorney Lyn Utrecht, and "we feel confident
that the commission will too." The campaign committee has a right to
a hearing after the FEC votes on the matter. The Clinton Democratic
primary campaign, which raised $25 million and received another
$12.5 million in federal matching funds, was the main target of the
auditors' criticism. They determined it owes the Treasury $3.8 million and questioned the bonuses to campaign workers.
The Clinton-Gore general election campaign, which received $55
million in federal funds, should repay $254,546, they said.

By Kenneth J. Cooper
THE WASHINGTON POST
WASIliNGTON

House Speaker-to-be Newt Gingrich, R-Ga., Monday charted a
sprawling map of Republican pathways to a limited federal government, promising a "pretty big"
package of spending cuts early next
year, floating the idea of a one-year
moratorium on clean air regulations
and identifying Energy and Housing
and Urban Development as cabinet
agencies most vulnerable to elimination.

Gingrich expanded his proposed
alternatives to federal antipoverty
programs by suggesting tax credits
to encourage charitable donations to
help the poor and saying he preferred the welfare revisions that
governors have proposed over those
in the Gingrich-inspired "Contract
with America." He similarly called
for loosening federal control. over
Medicaid, the state-federal health
program for the poorest Americans.
Three weeks from becoming the
first Republican speaker in 40 years,
Gingrich also endorsed a term limit
of eight years on speakers, similar
to the restriction that the Constitution imposes on presidents.
Besides his proposals on specific
federal policies, Gingrich sketched
out his views on broader issues of
government, economics and race
during a two-hour luncheon with
Washington Post editors and
reporters. The former history pro-

Serial Bomber Sent Latest
Device From Bay Area
LOS ANGELES TIMES
SAN FRANCISCO

The package bomb that killed a prominent New York advertising
executive Saturday was mailed here a week earlier by an elusive serial bomber whose devices are becoming increasingly sophisticated,
the FBI said Monday.
Frustrated investigators, who have been searching for the bomber
for more than 16 years, said the culprit now may be based in the San
Francisco area and urged residents to consider whether he may be
someone they know.
"He may even appear to be a very nice guy," said Jim R. Freeman,
special agent in charge of the San Francisco FBI office. "He might
not stand out in a community. He could easily be the person living
next door."

The FBI has offered a $1 million reward for the capture of the
bomber and. for the first time in its history, has posted a notice on the
Internet appealing for leads in the case.
The bomber, believed to be a white male, has mailed or planted 15
fessor studded his responses with
verbal footnotes to the books of hisexplosive devices spanning the continent from the University of California, Berkeley, to Yale University, killing two and injuring 23 since I torians.
.1
1978.
"I'm
· not anti-govemnment," GinI
II
7 ..
. .. * .
grich declared in explaining his

Warer's Interactive TV Trial
To Begin in 5 Orlando Homes
THE WASHtINGTON POST

Not far from the make-believe futurism of Disney World and
Epcot Center, a few ordinary households are about to get a glimpse of

I

what may be the real thing.
In the most elaborate test of interactive television technology yet
devised, Time Warner Inc. and a team of high-technology companies
arc about to switch on a system that will allow selected residents of
suburban Orlando to shop, choose movies and play electronic games
with their neighbors without leaving their sofas.
On Wednesday, Time Warner will demonstrate publicly its " Fuii
Service Network" for the first time. It is now hooked up to just five
homes: plans call for 4,000 to be connected by the middle of next year.
Initially, Time Warner says, residents hooked up to the network
will be able to view instantly any of 50 movies at $3 a pop, and stop,
fast-forward or rewind their selections as if watching a videocassette
tape. They will be able to scroll through videos fromrn a half-dozen
retailers, including Crate & Barrel and the U.S. Postal Service, and
order products by using a remote control.
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tions that care for the poor." (;ingrich said.
He called himself a cautious
believer in supply side economics,
the theory embraced by Presid:ent
Ronald Reagan that tax cuts gct;r:;-
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Opposition in Ghechnya
Russia's
1t
t IX1of .its :UbrcakLISS ila.'S i-va-tioi'i
away southern region of Chechnya
ran into military and political flak
on its second day Monday as
Chechnya's neighbors in the Caucasus Mountains harassed and captured advancing troops and Chechen
forces challenged the more numerous and better-equipped Russians in
a rocket battle.
As Russian fighter-bombers,
attack helicopters and columns of
tanks closed in on the capital of the
separatist region, Russian President
Boris Yeltsin's decision to launch
the offensive came under attack
l|\"!it-

High pressure extends over New England at the moment giving
blue skies and the briskest weather of the season to date. As the high
spins on its wheels, the flow will switch to northerly and then to easterly by Wednesday. This easterly flow means that the warm ocean air
rises up over the cold land air mass giving clouds and a chance of
precipitation. It is certainly cold enough for snow, but the strongest
lifting should occur to the south, so we may well be spared the flurries. In the longer term outlook, the high pressure will slowly drift off
to the northeast and as the flow becomes southerly temperatures will
slowly rise. However, as the high moves off, it leaves a slot in its
wake into which a storm system may develop. The long range fore-

enced trouble corning up with a plan
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In a letter to President Clinton
Monday, Gingrich joined other
GOP leaders of the House and Senate in proposing a 100-day moratorium on new federal regulations.
They asked the administration to
use the time to review the regulators
burden and recommend cuts in red
tape.
Gingrich indicated that the weak
political constituencies for the
Departments of Housing and Urban
Development and Energy would
make them prime candidates for
cuts in the bureaucracy. He cited "a
very limited constituency" for Encrgy.
"I would argue that you could
abolish HUD tomorrow morning
and improve life in most of America," he predicted, before adding:'"I
think HUD's reputation is noAw so
bad ... and the whole public housing policy has been such a failure
that it's very hard to sustain HUlD. "
But Gingrich said the federal
government could still increase the
stock of low-income housing, for
example, by giving HUD-owned
land to Habitat for Humanity, a volunteer group that builds homes for
the poor. He wore a lapel pin of the
nonprofit group more identified \N;ith
another Georgian, former Presidcent
Jimmy Carter. "We are looking at
creating a tax credit for people to

.41 one
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opposition to the "Great Society"
programs of the 1960s. "I don't
believe social engineering works. I
don't believe building ... large centralized government structures
works."
Within the first two months of
1995, Gingrich said "probably the
most fiscally conservative Congress
since the '20s" would consider a
package of spending cuts in the 1995
budget that will be "pretty big, I
think." He said House Republican
leaders have asked incoming Appropriations Chairman Bob Livingston,
R-La., to make the spending cuts "as
big as you're comfortable" making.
A Livingston aide said the package would range "somewhere in the
billions" and would be developed
during Appropriations Committee
hearings the first two weeks of January. "They're going to specifically
be hearings or, what to cut ... and
why," the aide said. "Most appropriations hearings are on what we need
to spend and why."
On environmental regulation,
Gingrich cited warnings from governors that a 1995 deadline for
states to reduce certain air pollutants
would create "an economic catastrophe of the first order." The deadline
was set in the Clean Air Act of
1990, which Gingrich supported on
an overwhelming vote for House
passage.
"Every governor I talk to says
this is going to be a crisis in 1995,"
Gingrich said, specifically mentioning Massachusetts, New York, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio and California. Virginia hias also experi-

.

By Margaret Shapiro
and Fred Hiatt

By Gerard Roe

Tonight: Increasing clouds. Winds dying down a little. Low 22°F
(-6°C).
Wednesday: Cloudy with a slight chance of a flurry. Continuing
cold. High 36°F (2°C) Low 27°F (-3°C).
Thursday: Partly cloudy. Slightly warmer. High 38°F (3°C). Low
30°F (-I° C).
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A Chilling Outlook

casts tentatively predict that occurring at the weekend or early next
week. So keep one eye out on the weather if you have travel plans for
early next week.
Today: Clear in the morning but clouds building up during the
afternoon. Winds fromrn the no'-thcas at. around 1n0- 5 mph (16-24
kph). Uncomfortably chilly temperatures continuing. High 33°F
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Gingrich Maps Republican
Plan to Shrink Government

Clinton Campaign Should Refund
$4.1 Million, Federal Auditors Say
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here from an unusual alliance of
Communists and formerly loyal
democratic reformists. Outside the
government, only nationalist
extremists like Vladimir Zhirinovsky and a handful of political
reformist democrats were supporting the action.
Many Russians, strife-weary and
yearning for tranquility, seemed to
be watching the events with wary
concern amid warnings that the military thrust could escalate into a
broader Caucasus war and provoke
retaliatory terrorism throughout
Russia. But many also seemed prepared to wait and see. Demonstrations in Moscow against the operation attracted only small crowds,
and parliament did not meet Monday.
Yeltsin defended the use of force
as essential to restoring constitutional rule in Russia and said the crisis
must be "resolved immediately."
Saying they still hope to end the
confrontation and bring Chechnya

back into the Russian lold peacefully, a delegation of Russian officials
opened negotiations with Chechen
officials in Vladikavkaz, just west
of 't.nChechya,

q !lndlOc-kr

erncl!ve

1,000 miles south of Moscow that is
home to about 1.2 naillion people of
obscure, non-Slavic origin with a
tradition of pugnacious independence.
The United States and most
other foreign governments refi-ained
froln direct comment on the opera-

tion -- Russia's largest military
offensive since the Afghanistan war
- saying that, unlike Afghanistan,
Chechnya was an internal Russian
affair. But nearby Turkey, where
many ethnic Chechens live and
whose relations with Russia have
been strained in recent months,
expressed "great concern" and
called for a peaceful solution.
Another interested regional force,
Ukraine, also was watching developments with "alarnn and concern,"
according to a Foreign Ministry
statement in Kiev.
Chechnya, an oil-rich, largely
Muslim territory that borders several other quasi-autonomous, Russianruled regions just west of the Caspian Sea, unilaterally declared its
independence three years ago, when
the Soviet Union was collapsing and
many of the scores of peoples who
make up the Russian Federation
were growing restive. Since then,
Yeltsin has brought the rest of this
vast country back under Kremlin
sway, but Chechnya has stubbornly
held out, although it has received no
international recognition of its
claimed sovereignty.
Russian officials maintain that
the Chechens and their leader, a former Soviet air force officer named

Dzhokar Dudayev, have turned ti,:ir
region into a lawiess nest of i":"s
traders, money launderers and ga?stcrs who threaten Moscow and the

entire country. Many Chcchenl.
whose ancestors fought Russian
domination for decades in the i 'th
century and who themselves sit'fered heavily under Soviet ili'!c.
view their struggle as one of nati, al and religious liberation.
The current crisis began when

a

semi-covert Russian operation to
support Kremlin loyalists in Chechnya failed dismally, with dozens of
Russian soldiers and mercenaries
being taken captive. Humiliated and
apparently at the limit of lIis
patience, Yeltsin ordered the
Chechens to lay down their arms or
face the consequences, altlhoughL
Caucasian fogs, snow and short
December days make this an inauspicious time for military operations.
Russian troops and tanks, from
the army and Interior Ministry secu- F
I
rity units, initially intended to close
in on Chechnya's capital, Grozny, E
from three directions with hundreds 6i
of armored vehicles and as many as
40,000 troops, according to reports
from the region. But two of the
three columns were delayed by
opposition in neighboring Muslill
regions, Dagestan and lngusheLia,
and by attacks from Chechens thellmselves.
About 60 Russians soldiers and
officers were captured by local
bands supporting Chechnya's independence near the Dagestan-Checilnya border on Sunday and Monday,
local officials reported. A handfil
were released Monday night, and
Dagestani officials told RtiIn....
reporters that the rest also would
soon be freed.
1,f
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Economists Fear Middlelass
Tax Cuts W'l inrease Deficit
By Clay Chandler
THE WASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON

I

With both congressional Republicans and President Clinton pledging a middle-class tax cut, many
economists said Monday they feared
that such a move would result in an
overheated economy and a growing
federal budget deficit.
Clinton and his advisers met
Monday to review options for a tax
cut proposal of about $50 billion to
$80 billion over five years as part of
preparations for the fiscal 1996 budget submission. House Republicans
have proposed a $500-per-child tax
credit estimated to cut the tax bill
for 50 million families by $107 billion over five years.
While there may be political
benefits in cutting taxes for middleclass families, many economists
said they could see little economic
rationale for the move at a time

when the economy is operating
close to full capacity and the Federal Reserve is aggressively raising
interest rates to slow economic
growth.
"Consumer spending is already
running at a boom-like pace," said
Stephen Roach, chief economist at
Morgan Stanely. "The last thing we
need to do now is pour more fuel on
the fire."
"The timing for this kind of policy change is poor," echoed Charles
Leiberman, managing director at
Chemical Securities Inc. With both
Clinton and House Republicans
calling for tax cuts, he said, "the
bond markets are reacting negatively. The market is concerned that fiscal policy will become overly
expansionary."
Bond prices fell sharply Monday, pushing the yield on the benchmark 30-year Treasury bill, which
goes up as prices fall, to 7.92 per-
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Asteroid Comes
Within 65,000 Miles of Earth
THE WASHINGTON POST

An asteroid about the size of a small school bus narrowly missed
striking Earth Friday, a University of Arizona astronomer said.
How much damage'the object would have caused had it collided
with Earth is unclear and would have depended upon the composition
of the asteroid, named 1994 XM 1, and where it hit.
James V. Scotti, a University of Arizona astronomer, discovered
the asteroid early Friday, about 14 hours before it passed within
65,000 miles of the planet - the astronomical equivalent of a near
collision of two cars in an intersection.
Scotti used the Spacewatch telescope at Kitt Peak, Ariz., to view
what is the closest encounter between Earth and an asteroid that
astronomers have observed as it happened - in real time. He and
other astronomers there systematically scan the heavens for roaming
asteroids and comets that appear to be headed close to Earth.
In May 1993, another University of Arizona astronomer, Tom
Gehrels, discovered an asteroid that came within about 93,000 miles
of Earth.
Scotti said the asteroid that came close Friday was about six to 13
meters in diameter, or about the size of a large minivan or small
school bus.
<

cent from 7.85 percent late Friday.
In recent weeks, administration
officials - including White House
Chief of Staff Leon E. Panetta,
Office of Management and Budget
Director Alice M. Rivlin and national economic adviser Robert E.
Rubin - have stressed that Clinton's budget proposals would not
add to the deficit, and therefore will
not pump new stimulus into the
economy.
White House officials have
described the tax cut for the middle
class as a matter of fairness. The
objective, they said, is to provide
some financial relief to beleaguered
middle-class households which,
they say, have not shared equally in
the gains of the recovery.
But many economists said they
worry that, in giving ground on tax
cuts, Clinton will weaken his ability
to hold the line on deficits.

Energy Department Told
To Prepare For Cuts, Elimination
LOS ANGELES TIMES
WASHINGTON

IBM Halts Sales of Computers
Using Flawed Pentium Processor
By Elizabeth Corcoran
THE WASHINGTON POST

Concern about Intel Corp.'s
flawed Pentium microprocessor
erupted into an industry brawl Monday when International Business
Machines Corp. announced that it
would suspend sales of personal
computers that use the chip.
IBM contends that people who
use Pentium-based computers are
more likely to encounter errors than
Intel has suggested. Someone running a typical "off-the-shelf"
spreadsheet program might get an
inaccurate result as frequently as
once every 24 days, according to
IBM estimates. Intel maintains that
the typical! Pentiuvm tiser would only
have a problem once in 27,000
years.
IBM's announcement had a dramatic impact on Intel's stock. It

the PowerPC chip, and has vigorously promoted it as an alternative
to Pentium. In addition, IBM does a
relatively small business in Pentium-based PCs, accounting for only
about 100,000 of 4 million Pentium
computers sold.
IBM remains alone among the
big companies in suspending sales
(it said it would resume them when
the chips were corrected). Gateway
2000 Inc., Dell Computer Corp. and
Compaq Computer Corp. said they
will continue to ship Pentium
machines.
"Before all of this hit the press,
we had not had one single call about
this anomaly occurring, and we sell
more Pentium computers than anyone else" in the United States," said
Wendell Watson, spokesman for
Gateway 2000 of North Sioux City,
South Dakota.

dropped $4.25, or about 6 percent,
in the space of an hour, leading to a
suspension of trading for more than
two hours. It gained back some of
the loss when trading resumed, closing at $60.37 1/2, down $2.37 1/2.
Monday afternoon, Intel's president, Andy Grove, issued a statement dismissing the IBM results.
"You can always contrive situations
that force this error," Grove said.
"In other words, if you know where
a meteor will land, you can go there
and get hit."
"If IBM's contention was right,
the problem would have shown up
thousands of times," Grove said
later in a conference call with analysts. "It hasn't."
Some analysts said that IBM has
special reasons to criticize the Pentium processor. The company codeveloped a competing processor,

_

The White House, seeking major budget cutbacks to help pay for
a middle-income tax cut, has directed the Energy Department to prepare option plans for at least a 20 percent reduction in funding and
possibly for complete elimination of the agency.
Although a civilian agency, the Energy Department is responsible
for development of the nation's nuclear weapons and for cleaning up
the massive radioactive waste problems that are part of the legacy of
the Cold War. But government sources said the Department's $6 billion environmental management program and its $4.3 billion defense
program would be hit hardest by the expected cutbacks.
The Energy department's budget is about $18 billion a year, and
by no means all of that could be saved even if the department were
abolished. Officials said many of its functions - including the environmental and weapons programs - would have to be transferred to
other government agencies if the department were eliminated.
Still, with resurgent Republicans vowing to slash taxes for middle-income taxpayers, Clinton is under political pressure to come up
with a tax cut plan of his own, especially because he made middle
class tax cuts a theme of his 1992 election campaign but shied away
from the issue as president when faced with the realities of the federal
deficit.
Clinton said over the weekend he would cut taxes on the middle
class if ways can be found to avoid increasing the deficit. That means
identifying spending cuts for existing government programs to offset
the revenues lost in a tax cut. Administration officials have talked in
terms of a $40 billion to $50 billion reduction over five years; the
GOP has vowed to enact far larger cuts but has not yet offered details
of how it would pay for them.
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Committee Meetings:

Come help us usher in the
holiday season at our
Annual Holiday Party!!

\
Formal Planning Committe
Tuesday, December 13
5:30 pm
Come help plan our big spring
.bash!
and Community
/
Housing
Affairs Coummittee
Thursday, December 15
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Wednesday, December 14
GSC Lounge 5 pm - ?
Plenty of food and good
conversation!!
All are welcome
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"There's been a lot of talk about this next
song, maybe too much talk. This song is not a
rebel song; this song is 'Sunday, Bloody Sunday,' " declared Bono, lead singer of U2, in a
live recording at Red Rocks Stadium in the
early 1980s. Regarding the recent proposal to
move Senior House and East Campus residents to Ashdown House, there has been a lot
of talk, but not surprisingly, a lack of initial
solicitation of students' concerns on the part
of the administration.
By now the subject has developed into a
rather emotional issue within the MIT com-
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Provost Mark S. Wrighton just doesn't get
it. I'll get to what he doesn't get shortly.
Wrighton recently appointed a search committee to find a replacement for Dean for
Undergraduate Education and Student Affairs
Arthur C. Smith. "Why,"' you ask, "should I
care about this dean?" A good question, and
one that is easy to answer. He is the policy
maker on dormitories, independent living
groups, student counseling, minority affairs,
Residence and Orientation Week, and the
freshman experience in general.
If there is one person who affects your
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can expel you) to the Committee on the
Undergraduate Program (they just make your
life hell) goes to the Graduate Student Council
or the Undergraduate Association. These
organizations have committees that interview
interested students and send a list of possible
names to the chair of the committee.
It is easy to understand that sometimes
there is not enough time for the interviewers
to operate properly. In those cases, it is reasonable for the dean or committee chair to just
call up some student leaders (the presidents of
the UA, GSC, Interfratemity Council, and the

unique viewpoint?
"Wow," you say. "This guy is really out of
touch." Yes he was, and, as I argue here, he
still is.
As you can imagine, there was a lot of
furor over that statement. Wrighton still didn't
put any students on that search committee, but
he put students on the search for the dean of
the school of science the following year, and
at least two other committees since then.
Let's talk for a minute about the way that
Wrighton should be choosing students. Every
other faculty committee, from the Committee
on Discipline (they can expel you) to the
Committee for Academic Performance (they
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conflict, especially for those who are currently r
living in any of the dormitories. A glance at I
the numbers of residents at each dormitoryI
wil,1 quick,.
,
rcv"al some !elgist;cal problems
East Campus houses approximately 400 students, Senior House houses 157 students

housing arrangement were such that Ashdown
House (and Green Hall, a women's graduate
student dormitory) was an undergraduate
dorm, and East Campus and Senior House
were graduate dormitories when you arrived
at MIT, it would have made sense, right?
To move from the present situation to the
proposed arrangement is bound to generate

munity. The issue is not about giving east side
residents a taste of west campus culture. It is
apparent, though not necessarily immediately
apparent, that the larger issue is the prospect
of building more dormitories. The long-term
goal of the administration could be to have
another row of dormitories along Vassar
Street, on the opposite side of Briggs Field.
If this proposal is passed and carried out,
what may eventually surface is the construction of a new group of dormitories along the
fields, parallel to Vassar Street. A glimpse of
the west side of campus may reveal something
of a traditional college campus quad. One
could even imagine all the buildings in red
brick and call it the new Harvard Yard, but I
doubt that many readers of The Tech would
want that.
To group all undergraduate students living
in dormitories (with the possible exception of
Random and Huntington Halls) on one side of
campus is by no means insensible. If MIT's
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Provost Wrighton Just Doesn't Get it

daily life here at MIT, it is this dean. Not to
mention that the dean is the only spokesman
for undergraduates on the Academic Council,
the secretive bunch that decides the fate of the
Institute every Tuesday morning.
Back to the provost and the search committee. Wrighton appointed four students to
the committee. "Great," you say, "my
thoughts and opinions as a student will be represented on this very important Committee.
So what's the problem?" The problem is the
way that the students were chosen. At no time
did the provost or anyone else ask a student
leader or a student organization, (or a student,
for that matter) who they would like to see on
the committee.
A little history about the provost and
search committees: In 1990, Provost Wrighton
chose the committee to find the new dean of
the school of engineering. He chose not to put
any students on the committee, because, as he
put it, students "would not offer a unique perspective, and thus was unsure whether students would be valuable members of the committee" ["Provost Rejects UA, GSC Request,"
The Tech, Nov. 6, 1990]. Pretty revealing
statement, isn't it? Students not having a
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Provost Should Consult Students in Committee Choice
Dunn, from Page 4
Dormitory Council, perhaps) and see who
they would nominate.
But Wrighton didn't do any of these things
when he chose this new search committee.
And he had plenty of time to do it right. He
knew that Dean Smith was resigning. He
knew he would have to create a search committee.
Weeks before the committee was formed,
the President of the IFC, Prashant B. Doshi
'95 and the UA President Vijay P. Sankaran
'95 independently wrote to Provost Wrighton
asking about how students would be put on
the committee and offering input. But
Wrighton let all of this slip by without any
attempt to ask students who they wanted.

But we shouldn't put all the blame on the
provost. After all, he's too busy deciding
which centers and departments to close. To be
fair, we should ask where the chair of the faculty, the current dean, and the president were
when the provost was forming this committee? Each of these individuals is very good at
telling students (and faculty, for that matter)
that their opinion is being heard and taken into
consideration. Thankfully for them, MIT students are usually too busy to challenge their
records in the student involvement department.
Instead, students were presented with afait
accompli. The chair of the search committee,
Professor of Materials Science and Engineering Linn W. Hobbs, said "The students selected were chosen after wide consultation with

deans and staff in the UESA."
This translates into the associate advisor of
a professor on the committee and a couple of
students with very close ties to the Dean's
Office. Is this representation of student opinion? The individuals may be intelligent and
competent, but is the student body represented? Who is better equipped to pick a
spokesman for the students, the students
themselves, or the provost? The answers to
these questions are obvious.
So why is it that some committees are chosen well, but when the provost chooses one,
he botches the job? The answer, as I said in
the beginning, is that Wrighton just doesn't
get it.
Four years ago he said that students don't
have a unique view to offer. He was burned

by this statement. He learned that he had to
put students on search coumrittees. But it

seems to be a reflex, a Pavlovian response.
Wrighton doesn't know why he is putting students on the committee. He just does it. If it
was more than that, if he really understood
why he was putting students on search committees, he would understand the following: If
you want student opinion, just putting students on a committee is not enough.
You have to allow students to choose their
own representatives. No administrator can
speak on student opinion with surety. Only
students can speak to their own opinions.
Dan Dunn '94 hopes that his name will
remain on the June 1995 degree list.

Dorm Proposal Concerns Well-Being of Future Students
Chung, from Page 4
(maximum of 160), and Ashdown is home for
381 students (maximum of 420).
Lets do some simple math: East Campus
plus Senior House is much greater than Ashdown House. And the administrators claim
that they want to alleviate crowding, please
the students, and give the east side residents a
taste of west campus.
"What's up with that," you might ask? Or,
considering that renovations are in the works
for Senior House, a few undergrads of the
more paranoid sort might think that they give
everything to graduate students - lab space,
regular paychecks, and now renovated housing. And to think that undergrads are the ones
who pay money to go to school here!
But lets take a step back. We all know that
freshman crowding has become something of
an annual ritual. It is unlikely that the administrators want to make the students suffer
much more in the way of housing. The current
discussion is not the well-being of merely

today's students, but the well-being of students of many years to come. True, there is a
great deal of history, tradition, and emotion at
stake (for instance, Steer Roast, the Coffee
Hour at Ashdown, and quite simply, just living on the east side), but a switch in the geo-

graphical layout of the residence halls is not
necessarily destined to close the doors to the
richness of such experiences.
There are many unanswered questions and
issues regarding the proposal and its potential
passage. For example, if more dormitories are
built, more students could possibly be admitted to MIT. Of course, all of this requires a bit
of planning by the departments, administration, and the planning office regarding faculty
size, laboratory space, support staff, and so
forth.
Also, the possibility of moving independent living groups to a new beacon of dormitories and houses: Would the MIT Corporation set out to buy the fraternity and sorority
houses in Boston and offer new houses, in
Cambridge, to the respective ILGs?
If new dorms are built, then MIT would be
considerably less dependent on the Greek system for housing its students. Of course, this
would put the fraternity system in more of a
pinch, but if the MIT administration has ownership of the ILG houses, there is the possibility that considerable strain could be relieved
from the entire system.
Without question, this proposal has great
potential to forever change the face of student
life and housing at MIT. No question, the
issue of communication between administra-

tion, graduate students, undergraduate students, and alumni is significant. If this plan is
carried out, however, it is entirely possible
that there will be at least as much comfort,
convenience, and as rich of a living experience for all students in the coming years.

Michael K. Chung '94 is former opinion
editor of The Tech.
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If you want to be on a UA committee,
time to do so. We are
there is still
I looking for people to join the Student
Life, Educational Policy, and Social
Committees. The UA President is also
looking for someone who might want
to be the UA Secretary General, one
of the four executive officers of the
UA.

All vouchers from student groups for
reimbursements for the Fall term are
due in the FinBoard mailbox in the
UA Office by the end of IAP.
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THOMAS STRUTH:
STRANGERS & FRIENDS
Photographs 1986-1992

MANHOLE COVERS
text by Mimi Melnick
photographs by Robert A. Melnick

Thomas Struth
edited by James Lingwood and Matthew Teitelbaum
with an essay by Richard Sennett

These photographs catalog a different site in the urban landscape: one which is underfoot,
embellished and gleaming, everywhere, yet until now, ignored.

German photographer Thomas Struth explores the social space and mental state of the
modern metropolis. This book covers the entire trajectory of Struth's career and his work
in several subject matters, including his restrained and rigorous architectural photo-

AMERICAN TECHNOLOGICAL SUBLIME

graphs, intimate family portraits, and frenzied museum interiors.
10 1/4 x 12 3/4, 108 pp. including 2 four-page foldouts, 6 halftone,
37 duotone, 20 four-color illus., $39.95

CHAMBERS FOR A MEMORY PALACE
Donlyn Lyndon and Charles W. Moore

10 x 10, 272 pp., 229 illus., $39.95

David E. Nye
"Nye writes beautifully...[and] always has something to say about the role of technology in American
culture and society. [This book] deserves wide readership." - David Nasaw, Boston Globe
6 x 9, 440 pp., 47 illus. $35.00

DESIGNING ENGINEERS
Louis L. Bucciarelli

This collaboration between two distinguished architects is a joyouscelebration of admired
places and a thoughtful consideration of the role that design has played in giving these
places their memorable qualities.

"Bucciarelli's vigorous, humane intelligence sheds new light on the inner dynamics of technological choice. No other writer has such a marvelous ability to make ideas and projects of
working engineers come to life. This book is truly one of a kind." -Langdon Winner, author
of The Whale and the Reactor

6 1/4 x 8 1/2, 256 pp., 182 illus., 1 in color, $29.95

6 x 9, 256 pp., 9 illus., $24.95

THE CITY OF COLLECTIVE MEMORY
Its Historical Imagery and Architectural Entertainments
M. Christine Boyer
"An innovative clearly written, detai led study of the modern city."-Richard Sennett
7 x 10, 400 pp., 65 illus., $45.00
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DIGITAL MANTRAS
The Languages of Abstract and Virtual Worlds
Steve Holtzman

X

" Holtzman provides one of the most insightful consideration of the aesthetics of digital culture
to date."-Kirkus Reviews
7 1/4 x 10 1/2 460 pp., 79 illus., 16 color, $29.95 Digital Mantras CD 73:33 minutes $16.95
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LE DESERT DE RETZ
A Late Eighteenth-Century French Folly Garden
The Artful Landscape of Monsieur de Monville
Diana Ketcham

UNDERSTANDING MEDIA
The Extensions of Man

The Desert de Retz, the supreme surviving example of the foiiy garden, is one of tilemost
amply and beautifully documented of France's historic gardens.

This reissue of Understanding Media marks the 30th anniversary of Marshall McLuhan's classic
expose. Terms and phrases such as "the global village" and "the medium is the message" are now
part of the lexicon, and McLuhan's theories continue to challenge.

Marshall McLuhan

with a new introduction by Lewis H. Lapham

10 1/2 x 8 1/2, 176 pp., 100 illus., $39.95

INVISIBLE GARDENS
The Search for Modernism inthe American Landscape
Peter Walker and Melanie Simo

t

$14.95

REMOTE CONTROL
Power, Cultures, and the World of Appearances

8 x 10, 384 pp., 157 illus., 12 in color, $50.00

Barbara Kruger

GEORGE NELSON:
THE DESIGN OF MODERN DESIGN

"Who speaks? Who is silent? Who is seen? Who is absent?" These essays, like Kruger's artwork
engage power and media.
256 pp.,$10.95

Stanley Abercrombie
foreword by Ettore Sottsass, Jr.
This is the definitive design biography of one of America's most outstanding designers. A
pioneering modernist, George Nelson, produced some of the 20th century's canonical pieces *
of industrial design, many of which are still in production: the ball clock, the bubble lamp,
the sling sofa.
8 x 10, 384 pp., 170 illus., 58 in color, $55.00
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THE RECONFIGURED EYE
Visual Truth inthe Post-Photographic Era

a
am

Willilam J. Mitchell
"A literate account of a new technology and its implications. The Reconfigured Eye provides a
framework for studying a culture permeated by the simulation, recombination and appropriation of
irnagery."-G raphis
8 1/2 x 10, 273 pp., 110 illus., 30 in color, $24.95
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A Journal of Visual Culture
A new publication from the Friends of Photography.
Premier issue now available.
$18.95

INVENTION
The Care and Feeding of Ideas
introduction by Steve Joshua Heims
Norbert Wiener
Internationally honored, Norbert Wiener(1894-1964), Institute Professor at M IT, was an insightful
observer of the role of science in society. This book, written in 1954 but only now published for the
first time, can be read as a salutary critique of events in science that Wiener accurately predicted and
a chance to rethink the components of a social and political climate that encourages inventiveness.
$9.95

EVERYBODY'S GUIDE TO THE INTERNET
Adam Gaffin
foreword by Mitchell Kapor
.
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Accessible, friendly, and authoritative, this isclear, bare-bones introduction to the Internet. Updated
monthly on-line. Originally "published" electronically as The Big Dummy's Guide to the Internet,
Everybody's Guide is a project of the Electronic Frontier Foundation.
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Hanvard soloist overshadows MIT Symphony
MIT SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Kresge Auditorium.
Dec. 10, 8:30p.m.
By Thomas Chen
STAFF REPORTER

wo 20th-century Russian composers
were featured in the MIT Symphony
Orchestra's concert on Saturday night

at Kresge Auditorium. Under the
direction of conductor David Epstein, they

played Serge Prokofiev's Piano Concerto No.
3 in C major, Op. 26 (1917-21) and Dmitri

Shostakovich's Symphony No. 5 in D minor,
Op. 42(1937).
The soloist in the Prokofiev concerto was
Harvard sophomore Sophia Chen. Although
Chen played fabulously, the orchestra could
not approach her stunning virtuosity and
encountered several moments of insecurity
and inadequacy. Luckily, the MIT players did
recuperate enough to provide an exciting (if
not slightly approximated) account of the
Shostakovich symphony.
Similar to Mozart and Beethoven, Serge
Prokofiev (1891-1953) was a "pianist-composer"; that is, he made a substantial career as
a piano virtuoso and also wrote music in many
different genres. The third concerto was
intended for an American tour in 1921 which
also included the premiere of his most popular

opera, The Love for Three Oranges. Of his
five piano concertos, only the third has a "'typical" three-movement structure.
As was the case with many other 20th-century Russian composers, Prokofiev often had
to contend with the Soviet government over
many aspects of artistic ideals. His music is
often characterized as "motoric," percussive,
sarcastic, and - at times - harsh. Indeed, the
great pianist Vladimir Horowitz rarely included Prokofiev's as part of his repertoire
because he believed a piano "should not be
treated that way." However, as anyone who

has heard his second violin concerto can
attest, Prokofiev was also capable of intense,
tuneful lyricism. Considering the political
restraints placed upon him, Prokofiev composed a variety of original works which reflect
both his wide-ranging musical aesthetic and
his satirical humor.
Both lyricism and percussiveness are featured in the third piano concerto; the lyricism
is evident right at the outset with the beautiful
clarinet duet that opens the piece. Overall, the
orchestra was satisfactory with the broad,
melodic passages. An occasional disagreement in slides from the string players was
obvious at certain points, but on the whole,
the players seemed more comfortable in these
slower parts, especially the exquisite-sounding wind ensemble.
Not surprisingly, trouble appeared early in
the violins during some of the fast motoric
runs that are counterposed against the piano's
bravura passages. The whiny violins suffered
extreme slips in intonation and coherence
while approaching the restatement of the original clarinet melody in the middle of the first
movement. In fact, Prokofiev suddenly sounded like Charles Ives when the rear violins
began playing independently of the front violins. Their problems were further exacerbated
when individual members bowed in the wrong
direction. Not only does this make the phrasing indetenninate, but also it a very odd sight
to behold.
Despite stutter-stepping from the orchestra, Chen exhibited acute musical professionalism - occasionally accommodating the
orchestra - and still managed to showcase
her technique and keen musical insight. As
Prokofiev had written the concerto for himself, the demands placed on the soloist are a
sensitive ear for clarity and a no-nonsense feel
for rhythmic vitality.
With plenty of hand-over-hand runs and
two-fisted discourses with the orchestra, Chen
,
~

astounded the audience with her spectacular
pianism. Her delivery of the richly harmonized first variation of the second movement
was absolutely ravishing to hear. Furthermore,
she showed that she is an excellent chamber
musician too, readjusting several times for a
seemingly confused orchestra (e.g., mistimed
cymbal crash at the beginning of the second
variation). She also seemed to recalibrate during the last bars of the finale where the
orchestra began to splay seriously.
Although Maestro Epstein rarely turned to
look at his young soloist, Chen graciously
took her cues from the conductor. She combined technique and musicianship, weaving
them into a thoughtful performance which the
audience gratefully acknowledged afterwards.
Although an accomplished pianist himself,
Shostakovich could probably be characterized
as more of a "composer-pianist." Probably
more than Prokofiev, Shostakovich (19061975) was the "tortured soul" of 20th-century
Russian music. Much of his personal anguish
is heard in his 15 string quartets. Moreover,
history records his devastation when Stalin
attacked his opera Lady Macbeth of the
Mtsensk District (which, indeed, has scenes
that remind one of a Madonna music video).
The Fifth Symphony, entitled "A Soviet
Artist's Reply to Just Criticism," represented
Shostakovich's capitulation to his government's demands. Although Shostakovich ultimately later treated these demands more sarcastically (e.g., Ninth Symphony), the Fifth
Symphony has remained a popular work
despite the external circumstances influencing
its composition.
Typical of Shostakovich, the >Symphony
No. 5 contains many passages of stark textures
and jagged melodies, where the strings are
sometimes asked to reach into the highest registers. Although the lean textures left the MIT
violins and violas heavily exposed, they
seemed to have more difficulty with the irreg· .'

;"~

ular rhythms here than with intonation in general.
Despite a rough start, the whole orchestra
was able to pull together for the marvelous
third movement, excellently shaped with great
intensity. The third movement was such the
highlight of the evening that even. the most
scrupulous members of the audience were
probably willing to forgive less than perfect
playing.
Unquestionably the most exciting sounds
came from the brass section which played fantastically, most notably the trumpets. Their
evenness of tone was a joy to listen to, and the
extroverted, march-like sections were thrilling
to hear for the sheer volume. The last section
of the final movement seemed intentionally
appended specifically for the brass players.
Maybe Shostakovich felt that a loud,
emphatic ending would please the government
officials, but at the least, the blaring finale replete with the timpani, bass drum, and horns
- provided a good "bang" to let the audience
know when to clap. Helped by the excellent
choice of tempos, the audience was glad to
oblige.
Aside from the fine performance by Sophia
Chen, the MIT Symphony Orchestra delivered
a moderately acceptable performance of the
Shostakovich. Their account of the
Shostakovich symphony was far superior to
their rough-house accompanying in the
Prokofiev concerto.
The orchestra was definitely much more
sympathetic in the previous concerts - for
example, the Walton Viola Concerto and the
Verdi Requiem. Rumor has it that they will be
performing again with the MIT Concert Choir
next semester, and it will be interesting to
hear if accompanying a chorus readily
improves the orchestra's sound as it did last
semester.

. .

Want to see movies before everybody else? Write reviews'for Th/e Tch! Call x3I1541 and ask for Scott.
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Bon Jovi satisfies fans, but not themselves, on new CD
CROSS ROAD

ax

Bon Jovi.
Mercury Records.

e

By Scott Deskin

.

ARTS EDITOR

here's no use denying it: Back in
junior high or middle school, Bon Jovi
was one of the coolest arena-rock
bands around. With its 1986 release
entitled Slippery When Wet, lead vocalist Jon
Bon Jovi and company proceeded to conquer
MTV and top-40 radio with their slick,
glam-rock. And, admittedly, there was an
urgency to Bon Jovi's definitive anthem,
"Livin' on a Prayer," that is still kind of
refreshing.
Though I personally never bought an
album or a t-shirt, I grew to enjoy Bon Jovi's
music if I heard it on the radio. In short, Bon
Jovi's phenomenal rise in the 1980s reflected
the surging popularity of soft-core
metal/glanm-rock bands (Poison, Winger, etc.)
who took their primary musical influences to
be Kiss and REO Speedwagon.
It's been over 10 years since the band first
formed, and over two years since the release
of their last full-length LP, Keep the Faith.
That album proved that, with Jon writing most

.

.

x
e

,
.

.

.
.

.

.
,

of the songs after a two-year hiatus for the
band, their success was largely dependent on
the whims of the market, since it sold millions
less than their previous albums, Slippery
When Wet and New Jersey (1988).
While Jon Bon Jovi released a solo album,
Blaze of Glory (from the Young Guns II
soundtrack), in 1990 with moderate commercial success, none of the other band members
could make it on their own. Perhaps out of a
kinship (or sympathy) toward his fellow band
members, or in hopes of artistic renewal, Jon
has reformed the group for good and has just
released a greatest-hits package entitled
Cross Road, a symbolic career capsule where
the members of Bon Jovi are forced to peer
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long and hard at their future as rock 'n' roll
artists.
Along with the 20 or so other recent
"greatest hits" releases (ripe for Christmas
gift-giving), Cross Road offers a generous
sample of Bon Jovi's best-known songs from
the '80s, including "Livin' on a Prayer" and
"I'll Be There for You." In some cases, I still
enjoy the giant guitar riffs and synthesizer
hooks that permeate each song.
Often, though, the lyrics ring kind of hollow - specifically, the cliche-filled refrain of
"You Give Love a Bad Name": "Oh, you're a
loaded gun / [Guitar solo] / Oh, there's
nowhere to run / No one can save me / The
damage is done." Occasionally, some of Jon
Bon Jovi's lyrics transcend the arena-rock
image, such as on "Wanted Dead or Alive,"
whose performance at an MTV Music Awards
show was the putative origin of the acousticbased "Unplugged" series. Too often, though,
Bon Jovi's artistic reach has always exceeded
its commercial grasp, leaving Jon with a misplaced sense of the common-man identity that
he "shares" with fellow New Jersey musician
Bruce Springsteen.
The newer tracks are more musically complex, more socially conscious, and less commercially accessible. But it's not a case of
Bon Jovi outgrowing its audience: The
teenage fans who accelerated the band's success in the 1980s have diverted their attention
to other groups or other movements altogether. Also, today's teenagers aren't old enough
to appreciate Bon Jovi's contributions to rock
music of the past decade.
"Someday I'll Be Saturday Night" and
"Prayer '94" (an acoustic rendition of "Livin'
on a Prayer") are little more than off-the-cuff,
instantly-forgettable filler. The MTV-spawned
hit "Always" has probably gained more attention for the video's indecipherable storyline
and Jon Bon Jovi's perfect hair than for
anything in the formulaic romantic ballad
itself.
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RESEARCH EXPERIENCES
FOR UNDERGRADUATES
MIT HAYSTACK OBSERVATORY

I

December 30. The Careers Office will collect all MIT applications and forward them
to Germany. The banks asks for a resume, a cover letter in which you indicate the
area of the bank in which you would like to work, and a transcript (or copy thereof).
The letter should be addressed to Mr. Max B. Dugge, Senior Manager, Human
Resources, Dresdner Bank AG, Jurgen-Ponto-Platz 1, D-60301 Frankfurt am Main,
Germany. The bank will pick the candidates it wishes to interview and will hold
interviews at MIT on March 8. It will make offers the same day and ask for a yes or
no right then, if possible, so that it can start getting the necessary German work
permits.

-

E
g

Candidates for permanent positions should write direct to Mr. Dugge. There
is no fixed deadline. Appointees will receive a regular German banker's salary.

MIT is an affirmative action/equal opportunity employer.

I

The Dresdner Bank, Germany's second largest bank and one of the 30 largest
banks in the world, is inviting MIT students with appropriate majors to apply to the
bank for summer and permanent positions. The establishment of the European
Union, the opening of markets in eastern Europe, and the surging economies of the
Pacific Rim have created exciting new opportunities for the bank in Europe and
around the world. It is eager to recruit candidates from abroad to support its global
activities. An average of four MIT students have had rewarding internships in
Frankfurt in each of the last three summers.

Internship candidates should apply through the Careers Office by Friday,

Tel: (508) 692-4764
Fax: (617) 981-0590
email: lhp@wells.haystack.edu

Application deadline is 1 February 1995.

SUMMER INTERNSHIPS
AND REGULAR CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
FOR MIT CANDIDATES AT THE
DRESDNER BANK IN GERMANY

Students interested in an internship need not know more than a smattering
of German as long as they are prepared to improve their command of it before they
arrive in Frankfurt; ideally someone who does not know German will be familiar
with another European language, showing he or she has an interest in foreign
languages.

Director /REU Program
MIT Haystack Observatory
Off Route 40
Westford, MA 01886-1299

I

--

The summer internships will run from June 12 to August 4, 1995. Interns will
have free accomodation in apartments provided by the bank, will get their lunch for
free on working days, will receive up to $800 to cover their air fare, and will receive
a tax-free allowance of DM 2,200 (roughly $1,400 at the current exchange rate) for out
of pocket expenses. This should be enough to pay for weekend expenses and for
some travel in Europe afterwards.

I

Undergraduate science, mathematics, and engineering students
are invited to apply for summer research projects at the MIT
Haystack Observatory in Westford, MA. Research projects
include radio astronomical studies, atmospheric physics
investigations, and hardware and software development for data
acquisition, processing, and recording systems. The positions are
nominally three months in duration (June-August) and carry a
stipend of $1300-1500/month depending on academic level and
experience. Women, minorities and students with disabilities are
encouraged to apply. For further information and application
materials write to:

The members of Bon Jovi, who recycle the hits of their career on Cross Road.

-I-

---

music-buying public.
Although Jon Bon Jovi and guitarist Richie
Sambora have both pledged a more coherent
and socially-aware set of songs for the next
album, one feels that they can never achieve
the heights that they once reached in the
1980s. It'll take more than a few comeback
tours in small clubs (like a performance here
in Boston last week) for Bon Jovi to consolidate gains with its audience, to have any
hopes of reliving its glory days once again.

The internships and permanent positions will be in the bank's international
divisions which are involved in every branch of banking including corporate and
public finance, international underwriting, and sales and trading in all its aspects
(e.g. program trading, financial derivatives, interest-rate swaps, etc.). Like leading
Wall Street firms the bank is looking for candidates with technical backgrounds as
well as backgrounds in economics, business, etc. The bank has an interest in
mathematical analysis and new computer-based methodologies. Further
information is available at the Careers Office, Room 12-170.
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Monday - Thursday, 11:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Friday - Saturday, 11:30 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.
Sunday, 5:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
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As for Bon Jovi's future, it seems questionable. All band members are quick to point
out that Keep the Faith was a "transitional" or
"experimental" record that didn't explicitly
seek to relive the glories of the band's previous two albums.
For some groups, the next album after a
greatest-hits release is a failure, and some of
Bon Jovi's contemporaries (Motley Criie and
Poison, to name a few) have faded to nearextinction in the collective memory of the
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Interviews with 1st year Sloan graduatebusiness

students will be held on January 25,
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for Summer Associate positions in

Sales, Trading, and Research

Please submit cover letter and resume
by January 6, 1995

to:

HiromiKishi (Sales, Trading, and Research)
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J.PE. M1organ & Co. Incorporated
60 tall
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Street
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Three from MIT Win
,

.

EDITOR IN CHIEF

W,

Happy Holidays from lhe Tech

Marshall ,eholarshiups
By Sarah Y. Keightley
Danielle C. Goodman '95, Lik
Mui '94, and Jeffrey M. Tomasi '95
were named Marshall scholars,
along with 37 other students nationwide, said Professor of Materials
Science and Engineering Linn W.

Hobbs.
More MIT students were granted
scholarships this year than in the
past several years, according to the
MIT News Office.
The British Marshall scholar-

ships allow American citizens who
have recently graduated from a
four-year university to study at a
school of their choice in the United
Kingdom.
Each award pays for two years
of schooling, and can be extended

for a third year. The scholarship
includes includes tuition, a personal

allowance, and travel costs to and
from Britain, totaling on average
about $22,000.

"It's really great for MIT to have
three people," Goodman said. "It's a
really good reflection on MIT, and
all the work Professor Hobbs does
for the program."
"MIT is very successful, as it
should be," Hobbs said. "The cream
of the cream is here, and I'd be sur-

!V

business with friends, "I now realize
that in order to gain the greatest satisfaction through my engineering
skills, I have to know the economics
and management of engineering
very well. An abroad study at
Oxford ... will also enable me to
gain an international experience
through interacting with people
from different nationalities," he
wrote.
"I had never even heard of the
scholarship until this year," Tomasi
said. Tomasi is a physics major,
with a minor in philosophy. He
would like to continue studying
physics at Cambridge University,
and being a four-year member of the
MIT heavyweight crew team, he
hopes to continue rowing in England.
"My crew coach went to Cambridge, and he told me a lot of great
stories about rowing and the atmosphere there after I initially had the
impulse" to apply, Tomasi said.
"I just want to do some traveling. I've never done much traveling
so this is going to be a great opportunity for me," Tornasi said.
"In the future I hope to use my
experience gained in Britain as an
active researcher involved in pro-

prised if we didn't do well."
"I knew that I wanted to take
some time off before entering med-
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ical school, and I wanted to have the
opportunity to study abroad," said

Goodman, who is majoring in political science.
In her application, Goodman
said that she wants to work toward a

OLIDU

master's degree in public health at

the University of Edinburgh. This
"would enable me to continue my
research in maternal health and
explore the abilities of governments

IFT

OX

TOYS, NEW CLOTHING, AND NON PERISHABLE FOOD ITEMS CAN BE DROPPED OFF AT
MIT CAMPUS POLICE STATION, NETWORKS
LOBDELL FOOD COURT, WALKER, AND REFRESHER COURSE

to address public health problems.

... Edinburgh offers an ideal environment to combine my interests
in
medicine and public policy," she
wrote.
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wants to "become a physician in the
National Health Service Corps., spe-

ring Happiness
y
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cializing in pediatrics or obstetrics

and gynecology," according to her
application.
Mui majored in electrical engineering and is currently a first-year

Underprivileged

student in the Harvard/MIT Health

Sciences and Technology program.

family

In his personal statement Mui said,

"I would like to be a medical engineer with social, economic, and
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Mui plans to get a degree in the
engineering. economics, and management program from Oxford University. After starting a software
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Senior House residents decorated the facade of the Runkle
entry earlier this week.
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AP jobs continuing as part-time in the spring semester
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Consulting assignments assisting clients in using advanced
object-oriented tools.
· Convenient location - 219 Vassar Street
· Flexibility in work schedule
* Salary $10 - $15 per hour
Appnnficants must know C-+ and be fam.ilar with
object-oriented development methods.

Send resumes to:
Cambridge Technology Group
219 Vassar Street
Cambridge, MA 02139
Fax: 617/499-1i 777
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Burton-Comer Concerned by Latest Arson Attempt
Burton-Conner, from Page I
However, it is still undecided
whether or not the incident was
actually attempted arson. "We don't
know if it was just negligence yet or
if it was a purposeful act," said
Niraj Gupta '96, Burton-Conner
president. "We didn't call an emergency meeting [because] the burner
that was on wasn't affecting the
papers, which were on the other side
of the stove."
Still, the fact that the fire
involved toilet paper, an item not
often found in kitchens, raises suspicions that the incident may have
been something other than simple
negligence, Donaghey said.
"We're looking into where the
toilet paper was before the incident," with the hope of finding out if
it had been deliberately brought
over or just carelessly pushed aside
from a nearby counter, Donaghey
said.

j

Residents concerned, not afraid
In general, residents expressed
concern over the event, though they
are not overly afraid.

"It's kind of sad this is going on
at MIT," said Nathan R. Schnidman
'95. "I have no idea why it's happening. The way the fires have been
scattered about it doesn't look like
its against anyone personally.
If "someone is trying to be a
vandal, it also doesn't make much
sense because it's not being done in
a way that's going to cause too
much harm," Schnidman said.
"Most of the attempts seem to be
easily preventable. No one's given a
reason why it might be happening."
"They want us to lock our suite
doors, which we don't do normally," said Amy J. Varney '96, another Burton-Conner resident. "I don't
really think of locking my suite
door."
Like many residents, Varncy is
at a loss to find a motive for the
incident. "I think there's definitely
something going on," Varney said.
"It's like they're trying to scare
someone, but not trying to bring the
building down. ... It's like someone's trying to get attention."
In response to this most recent
incident, residents working the front
desk have been asked to pay special

attention to people coming into the
dormitory, Gupta said.
"We've asked students to lock

I

their suites at night, and although
some students complain" that locking suite doors impinges on their

ability to socialize, "we do find a lot

more suites locked at night," Donaghey said.
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Thursday, Oct. 13
Third Floor
Suite 333

Friday, Oct. 14
Fifth Floor
Suite 523

Wednesday, Oct. 12
Fourth Floor
Suite 424

Oven mitts and towels
found piled on a lit
kitchen stove burner early
Thursday morning; smoke
fills suite.

Newspaper and other
flammable material found
layered over a lit kitchen
stove burner early Friday
evening,.

A copy of The Wall Street
Journal found burning on
the suite's kitchen stove
around 6 a.m. prompts
building evacuation.
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Second Foor
Suite 222

Second Roor
Suite 213

Roll of paper towels and
paper found on top
of a lit kitchen burner in

Flammable material
found smoldering on a lit
stove burner shortly after

this latest apparent
attempted arson incident.

reports of afire in suite
424.

GRAPHIC: Office of Facilities Management Systems
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BUY AN APPLE MACINTOSH NOW. PAY FOR IT LATER:

erals without making a single payment for 90 days: Combine that with no hassles,
no complicated forms and already great student pricing, and the easy-to-use
Macintosh isnow incredibly easy to buy. The Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day
Deferred Payment Plan. The solution that gives you the
A
1 AN
power every student needs. The power to be your best"
Apple W

We're not just making iteasier for you to buy a Macintosh' we're making iteasier
for you to buy something else you really need-time. Because for a limited
time, with the Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Pament Plan, you can
own a Macintosh personal computer, printer, CD-ROM Hie or other periph-
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MIT Computer Connection, Student Center, W20-021
253-7686, mcc@mit.edu
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The Computer Connection just made the joy of giving even more pleasurable.
Because from now until January 31, 71995* welcl lyou buy anV HP TL serJet 4L
printer for yourself or someone else who's been very, very good this year,
not only do you get an incredibly dependable printer but you also get a little
something in return: $100 cash rebate direct from HIP. So now, when you
give the printer that prints professional-looking documents with the quality
you'd expect from HP, you also get something unexpected back. Giving
and receiving, it's what the season is all about. To find out more about the
HP LaserJet 4L printer and the details of the HP Holiday
$ 100 Rebate, call or come in today. Don't delay! This offer
Authorized
Reseller
endsJ anuary31,1995.
-
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MIT Computer Connection
Stratton Student Center
253-7686, mcc~mit.edu
Hours: Monday Noon-4:30pm
Tuesday-Friday 10am-4:30pm
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Direct from HP
Now through
Jan. 31,1995
xP LaserJet 4L printer

2;

See us for details.
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*$100 rebate direct from Hewlett-Packard when you purchase the HP LaserJet 4L printer from 10/28/94 through 1/31/95.
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By Don Lacey
STAFF REPORtER

On Friday, Dec. 2 and Saturday,
Dec. 3, the parliamentary debate
team hosted its third annual debate
tournament.

The event attracted 56 teams
from schools such as Harvard University, Princeton University, and
Yale University, according to team
President Anand R. Radhakrishnan
'96.
A team from Bates College composed of Quoc Tran and Chris Tine

debated Princeton's Doug Kern and
Gwen Snorteland in the tournament's championship round. The
case set forth by Bates, in keeping
with a tradition of offbeat final
round topics, was that parents
should not tell their children that

Santa Claus is real if they ask.
Princeton countered by arguing
that such a policy would be detrimental to the spirit of Christmas,
and during a section of the round
where speeches from non-competing individuals are allowed, a member of a team from Harvard argued
that both teams were mistaken in
their assumption that Santa Claus
docs not exist.
A panel of seven judges from
MIT eventually gave the win to
Bates.

MIT is a member of the American Parliamentary Debate Associa-

tion, a nationwide collegiate parliamentary debate league. Collegiate
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Boston Treasury Systems is a young,
small, and highly successful software
company
serving
the international
banking market.
Our LAN-based
applications are used for money-market,
foreign exchange, futures and options
dealing.
BTS offers an informal,
energetic,
and
rewarding
work
environment
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Participate in screen design and application testing for our multi-platform, client-server
application. Screen design work includes converting hand-drawn diagrams into usable
screens. Application testing work involves running our application under a testing
tool (QA Partner), writing testing scripts, and reporting bugs to engineers. Possible
bugs could include GUI problems, financial miscalculations, data entry errors, resource
limitations, and other memory management problems. Revelant experience would be
helpful.
Hours are flexible (does not need to be 9-5). We are looking for people who could
work full-time during IAP and part-time during the spring term. Pay is $9.00/hour.
-

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--

Career opportunities
at J.P. Morga in Asia

debate of this sort differs from the
"policy" debate with which most
people are familiar, said Vice President S. Roopom Banerjee '97.
"Parliamentary debate is totally
extemporaneous, and therefore
requires much less preparation than
do many other formats," Barerjee
said. "That's really helpful for MIT
students, because we're generally
too busy with schoolwork to spend a
lot of time researching cases," he
said.
In addition to the straight debate
rounds, MIT sponsored a speech
contest in which participants had to
speak extemporaneously on a
humorous topic for three minutes.
Yale University's Mark Oppenheimer won the competition, despite
another speaker's complaint that
Oppenheimer's attempted witticisms had only served to solidify his
reputation as father of the bomb.
The MIT tournament is popular
with other teams because unlike
many schools' events, "MIT runs on
time," said Radhakrishnan, adding
that Tournament Director Cynthia
V. Santillan '96 deserved much of
the credit for the invitational's
punctuality.
"We're also grateful for the
many student volunteers who
pitched in and helped to judge,"
Radhakrishnan said.
In accordance with APDA protocol, no MIT teams competed in the
tournament.

Software Design
Assistants...
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Bates College Earns
Victory min Debate
Tournament at MIMT
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"For starters, the hours are flexible. IfI feel like taking a break
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Keogh Plan Benefits.

rfcfi,:

Earning extra income from
consulting? Self-employed?
I Have a partnership? Establish
a Keogh Retirement Plan at

·Ij;o·

2·

;

:·!· ,

''

from running the business to ;

-

Pleaseforwardresume to: Human Resource Manager
Boston Treasury Systems, Inc.
One Alewife Center, Cambridge MA 02140
or fax to: (617) 868-4637

CSB.
* Contrilut'ionls are tlax.

to mlcntion, the cornrIltc1t is a;

i

deductible

snap. In fact, with my portable
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computer, I can work just
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deferred until retire-

ment

about anywhere.

* Professional investment
?:' management by Wright
Investors' Service

And the long-term benefits
are even better. Since I'm

v Mutual funds* included

self-employed, I can start plan-

as investment option
Deadline for a new Keogh:
' December 31, 1994.
Deadline for adding

ning my retirement nest egg
today with a tax deductible,
tax-deferred, txeogn Plan from

funds to existing Keogh:

Cambridge Savings Bank."

April 15, 1995. Drop by
or call (617) 864-8700.

I

*Investment accounts that include mutualfiunds and annuities are not insured
by FDIC or DIF,are not deposits or other obligations of; or guaranteedby
the Bank, and are subject to investment risks, including possible loss ofprincipal.
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specialinvitation to MIT Students, Faculty, and Business Community

1995 course during IAP at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
sponsored by the MIT Enterprise Forum®of Cambridge, Inc.

STARTING AND RUNNING
A HIGH TECH COMPANY
Learn What it Takes to be a High Tech Entrepreneur !
Tue-Fri, Jan 17-20

I

I

0

Speakers and examples from diverse technologies computers and electronics, materials science, robotics, medical and biotech

0

Practicaladvice from experienced entrepreneurs on: fund raising, finding good people,
marketing and sales - and on dealing with the many pitfalls of new ventures
Live presentations of a startup business plan, and of a company case study

0

Insider:s' Views of Starting a Cc)mpany

Tue

Recognizing Opportunity and Running With>it
1-4 PM in Room E25-11 1, Carleton Street

Marketing
6:30-8:30 PM in Room 6-120, 77 Mass Ave (*)

Team Building and the Human Side

Wed

Plus Intellectual Property, 1-4 PM in Room E25-111

High Tech Marketing and Sales

Thu

1-4 PM'in Room E25-1 11, followed by reception

Financing
6:30-8:30 PM in Room 6-120 ({*

Raising Money and Launching Your Company

Fri

Live Presentation and Analysis of a Startup Business Plan
1-4 PM in Room E25- t 11

I.

Ralph E. Grabowski '63
MI T Enterprise Forum IAP Committee:
Karen Mathiasen GM '71
Martha Hooper
Matthew K. Haggerty '83
PeterA. Quipley '85
Bardwell C. Salmon '62
Dr. Barry Unger '69
(*)
in conduction with the Sixth Annual MITlOK Business Plan Competition
-

--

--

---

Business community
This course is FREE for MIT students/faculty/staff.
registration is $150 for the full, integrated four-day program.
Scholarship
aid, and a single-day ticket for $50 Is available
Make checks payable to
the MIT Enterprise Forum and send to 201 Vassar Street, Room W59-219,
Cambridge MA, 02139.
Call (617) 253-8240 for more information.
I

9
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MIT ENTERPRISE
FORUM ®
I
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Repeal of Rent Control Will Affect Some Student
`lent Control, from Page 1
-,:hwarz said. "I can't predict what
-:v landlord will do."
!
MIT should "try to use its influ--ice to protect rent control if it
_in." Schwarz said. The Institute
wouldl d "make clear why rent control
:-.-'ht be necessary" in a city with
:o major universities. "There are
;:sl a lot of students," he said.
Susan C. Eaton G agreed. "MIT
should d take a position supporting"
rent control, she said. "The stipends
:1,nd teaching assistantships should
bn more realistically" geared to the
-.1cds of graduate students, she said.
"They cover rent, and that's about
it." she said.

Eaton thinks that she will have to
move if there is "any substantial
increase" in her rent. "They've been
trying so much to raise the rent,"
she said. "1 .think we may have to
move."
The Graduate Student Council is
"pretty focused on the on-campus
situation" in housing, said Joseph J.
Bambenek G, co-chair of the GSC
Housing and Community Affairs
Committee. "We ... work on the
issues that someone with a concern
comes to us with," he said. "No one
has approached us on the rent control issue, so we haven't had to deal
with it," he said.
"We want there to be enough
affordable, relatively convenient,

somewhat socially rewarding, and
safe on-campus housing spaces to
accommodate grad students who
want to live on campus," Bambenek
said.
The GSC also wants an off-campus housing office "to help students
find safe and affordable housing offcampus and ... serve as a resource
for information regarding leases and
tenant rights and responsibilities,"
Bambenek added.
The administration is "reviewing
building another building" to house
students, Patton said. But it is "three
to four years from the planning to
the opening" of a dormitory, she
said. "It is a goal."
"We are making an effort to

going to double," McGuire said.
guarantee all first-year graduate students on-campus housing," Patton
But according to Sarah E. Galsaid. Last year, 90 percent of firstlop, assistant for government relayear graduate students lived on
iions in the President's Office of
campus, she said. Fatnily housing is
Government and Community Relapresently guaranteed for two years.
tions, MIT "does not anticipate
"There is only a limited amount of
making any significant changes" in
space," Patton said.
rent prices. "Once a year, we look at
About 200 graduate students curthe rents and make adjustments,"
rently live in MlT-owned off-camshe said.
pus housing in Cambridge, said
MIT owns only about 40 rentJoseph McGuire, property manager
controlled
units, Gallop said.
of the Institute Real Estate Office.
By contrast, Harvard University,
In response to election-day results,
a large force in Cambridge real
some MIT graduate students living
estate, owns about 700 rent-conin MIT off-campus housing "were
trolled units, McGuire said.
afraid that rents were immediately
__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Three Code Their Way to Victory
I Regional Programmin g Contest
By Ramy A. Arnaout
-,,! '.s'/:

TOR

I.ast month a team of three MIT
students won this year's Northeast
Xcgiosnal Programming Champi,,shlip, held in Oswego, N.Y. The
.':,~nt si is put on by the Associates
.,'; Comtputer Machinery.
Thed three team members . :i::;T!'ie! V. Todorov G, Peter N.
:i:c;nv '95. and Theodore G.

----had five hours and
: ,!-ev'
.:-: v,;:'ksta.iion to solve as many
iicms as they could out of a total
:,;' .. v.n ,iven1 said Professor of
''-..:hlc;.lties t:. 1Thomson Leighton

.',;) ': iLwiho coached the team.
Fi:orthi second year in a row, the
X.::;:,
n of three to finish all seven
- - *!vins.
is !heading to the final,
i. -*'.::

;i<i;'i

the case where the team does poorly
because of a poor strategy for sharing the unique workstation."
"The competition is a really
good thing," Berger said. "It's exciting. It's not the Superbowl, of
course, but it's fun to watch really
smart college students excel at this
kind of competition."
"We've been doing [this competition] flor decades," Lcighton said,
although before last year, MIT had
not had sent a team to the competition for many years, he said.
The winning team played a large
part in M I's return to competition,
Leig hton said. "They're the ones
that got this thing going last year.
They heard about this competition.

'.:'i

arou!,nd tilhe

This space donated by The Tech

Tonchev said.

Last year, they were working for
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
Bonnie A. Bcrger PhD '90,
Leighton said. "She agreed to be
their coach, and they becam.ne a
teamm" Lcighton said.
This year, Bcrger and Leighton

LAST DAYOF CLASSES!
3SB~~~AOP~rPI
I IS

^^§"
ACCCC

II

helci M IT-wide tryouts for the team.

Flyers advertising the contest %were
posted in Athena. Computing
Environment clusters campus-wide.

"About 20 people spent all of one
Saturday night coding," lie said.

I
I

II

iII
IIi
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I-1II
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I
I
I

world,

;

Leighton said.

(questions ranged from how to

file returned library books to monitoring wheelchair patients, said
Davtid B. Wilson G, who helped
manage and train the team.
A second MIT team was barely

I |l
::

cCtged(l out for the victory by the nar-

row margin of 20 minutes, and took

tlean from ltHarvard finished a distan!t third, nearly two hours behind
tihe MIT teams.

LUsually the top two teams in
regional competition are guaranteed

Participants pleased
"It was an experience," said
Tichomir Tenev '96, who together
with Ross Lippert G and and Brian
Dean '98 comprised the second
,MIT team. "The questions were not
Ivery difficult. It was mostly a quesItion of how efficient we were. There
was also a very large proportion of
"luck."
Tcnev's team actually led the
competition until the last question.
j"That was [one] reason we were so
sorry for losing," he said. "This was
|another place where the lack of
experience shows up. We got stuck
on the last question."
But the contest was still "a very
close call," Ivanov said. "A 20minute difference is a matter of
chance. We were not better than the
other team; we were luckier in
choosing our strategy," he said.
"One of the most important
skills tested in these contests. in
addition to the obvious one - programming - is the questionably
useful ability to work with relatively
outdated [programs]," Ivanov said.
'The worst limitation is the fact that
team of three has to use a single
erminal. ... Actually, this is what
nakes these contests fun, and an
ctual team challenge ... except in

3
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VAX SYSTEMS MANAGER

:

VAX Systems and Software Development, Maintenance and Support I '
Manager. Report directly to MIS Director and provide technical and
managerial expertise for multiple site, large scale City-wide VAX
Cluster-based municipal operations. Responsible for support (instai.
!ation, upgrading, troubleshooting) of VAX system software and layered products, VAX and other DEC VMS hardware, operating system,
;:
data communications, networking and software products. M u st be
hands-on contributor, with strong analytical, organizational, leaderi:
ship and user support skills to maintain, design, develop and implement systems for more than 500 users, direct the City's large scale
AdminsN32 4GL software environment, and supervise technical pro:
gramming team.

Requires 5 years'-experience including 2 years at a supervisory level.
:Sol
id technical knowledge of VMS, UNIX, 4G L software, and network :.::
technology including Pathworks, Novell, Ethernet, TCP/IP. Ability to
:diagnose and interpret problems, and communicate effectively with
l
users at all levels is essential. Graduate training in computer science
:i or related field preferred. Salary in the 40's with excellent benefits. :
:
:
Apply to: Personnel Dept (A701), Cambridge City Hall, Room 309,
i
795 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, MA 02139-3219.

second place out of a field of 45
!cams f
aro und the Northeast. A

berths in the finals, but the contest
rt!lcs limit each university to only
one tea"mI.Thus, only the first-placed
MIT1 team will go to the finals this
'ear. lcighton said.

I
I
I

I

sectond-year graduate students.

I

One female and one male staffer at all times.

Management Information Systems

iiust be;ildergraduates or first- or

aw

and wanted to do it."
"The other two members of the
team and I gained a lot of our programming experience" as highschool students in Bulgaria,

City of Cambridge

Tlinrlles state that participants

or-

7 pm - 7 am Every night of the term. All calls confidential.

(i around
of competition,

iilet'. Temn. in March.
IhlIrc,thlc twvo Northeast teams
. ,iil ;iec the 40 best teams from
:iA<,itit 30 regional contests held
:!:

WANT TO TALK?
x3-8800
NIGHTLINE

The City of Cambridge is an Affirmative Action/Equai Opportunity Employer.
"^!(Vog.^tt-r^
irntrmation reonrdin n -innority tati-;c i, welcornm.
Cambridge residents especially encouraged to apply..

..

'

.''.A,..,',:,,...'..''''"'a3.-..

MIT Sloan School of Management
will host a reception and
I
I

a panel discussion for

0

Prospective Minority Candidates
i

Tuesday, December 13, 1994

I

[.8i

6:00-9:00 p.m.

WE~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

MIT Faculty Club
50 Memorial Drive (6th Floor)
7iA

or TechMail (master@sloan.mit.edu)

I

admission $2 MIT/W.ID required
LSC Movieline 258-8881

nimIIIi
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Please respond by voicemail (8-5436)
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M.I.T. CONGRATULATES

i
i
I

I

I

DANIELLE GOODMAN '95
LIK MUI '94

I
i
i
i
I

JEFFREY TOMASI '95
I

1995 WINNERS OF

BRITISH MARSHALL SCHOLARSHIPS
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1. Did you know that this person is retiring and being replaced?
i
|
k

2. Did you know that Dean Smith oversees all of the following and
represents your interests to the faculty and administration?

a

B-iBaeee

I
!*

"ih"·."

ii:i

·-h

Dormitories · ILG's · Fraternities - Counselling
.UROP ·
Dining - Office of Minority Education * IAP
.Freshman Year International Student Support Services · Undergraduate Student
Activities - Graduate Student Activities · ROTC · Writing Requirement · Wellesley/MIT Exchange · GIRs · Undergraduate Seminars
MIT Colloquium - Peer Counselling Hotlines - Pass/No Record
e

Arthur C. Smith
Dean for UndergraduateEducation
and Stu dent Affairs

3. DID YOU KNOW THAT YOU CAN PROXVIDE VALUED INPUT TO HELP SELECT THE NEW DEAN?
MWe want to know what YOU value in a person for this position! What has been YOUR experience with the Dean's office?
@

I

I

I

I

I

Send e-mail anonymously: <deansearch@3mit.edu>
Originatingaddress will not be recorded. Identify yourself if you wish

9

Attend student forums to be held during the last two weeks of MAP at the following locations:
Burton-Connor,Next House, East Campus, Chocolate City, Student Center (IFC), and GSC Lounge
Talk to your student representatives:
UndergraduateAssociation (UA), Dorm Council, InterfraternityCouncil (IFC),

Association for Student Activities (ASA) or GraduateStudent Council (GSC)

1'
I

Or write to the Advisory Committee on the Selection of the Deanfor UndergraduateEducationand Student Affairs, Room 8-109.

I
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AmeriDataa

POLICE LOGP

Consulting

I

The following incidents were reported to the Campus Police from
Dec. 2-8:
Dec. 2: Bldg. 5, equipment stolen, $1,300; Coca-Cola vending
machines broken into, across campus, $12,000; West Garage, tire
slashed; Bldg. 3, harassing phone calls.
Dec. 3: New House, party problem; Bldg. 1, Coca-Cola vending
machine broken into, $300.
Dec. 4: MacGregor House, fire; Kresge Auditorium, bicycle
stolen, $600; Ashdown House, male arrested for trespassing.
Dec. 5: Bldg. 9, wallet stolen, $100; Bldg. 39, food stolen, $100;
Bldg. 14S, suspicious activity; Bldg. 20E, cash stolen, $35; Bldg. 39,
cellular phone stolen, $113.
Dec. 6: Bldg. E53, laptop computer stolen, $1,500; Bldg. 24, flute
stolen, $1,800; Bldg. 38, backpack with eyeglasses stolen, $275;
Johnson Athletic Center, shin pads stolen, $100.
Dec. 7: Bldg. 68, bicycle stolen, $465; Bldg. 5, copper fittings,
$300; Bldg. 45 parking lot, attempted larceny of '88 Oldsmobile;
East Campus, briefcase stolen, $400.
Dec. 8: Bldg. 35, bicycle stolen, $700; 33 Massachusetts Ave.
bicycle rack, bicycle stolen, $200; West Lot Annex, attempted larceny of '94 Jeep; DuPont Gymnasium, jacket with $40 cash stolen;

AmeriData Consulting, Inc. is a progressive, growth-oriented
information systems and business consulting firm with offices across

the United States. Our mission is to provide solutions to a diverse
client base. Empowerment and professional development are key
values in our organization.
We are currently seeking software developers for our branches in
Boston, MA and St. Paul, MN. Your responsibilities in this position

would include:
* Assessment of client software needs
* Design, coding, and installation of software systems
* Training and supporting users
* Overall project management and success
If you have an enthusiasm for challenging work and are interested in
joining a fast growing IT consulting firm with a competitive salary and

marshall Scholar Plan
studies in United Kingdom
larshali, from Page 11
cts which integrate teams from
ross the globe," Tomasi wrote.
tense application process
Applicants apply from five
gions of the country, and students
In choose to apply from where
ey live or where they go to school,
obbs said. Each region interviews
)out 18 to 20 candidates, Hobbs
lid. Then, each region sends a list
I the ambassador's commission in
/ashington, he said.
Goodman was interviewed in the
ritish consulate in Boston before a
snel of six people. Hobbs, a past
:cipient of the scholarship, chaired
ie Northeast region's panel, Goodian said.

I

benefits package - this may be the opportunity for you!

Information Session

The advisory council, made up
of the regional chairs and the British
ambassador, met on Dec. 2 to discuss the final list. The council then
called the winners, Goodman said.
MIT students' applications are
handled by the Graduate Dean's
Office, and candidates need a minimum grade point average of 4.7 to
apply, Hobbs said. Universities recommend students for the scholarship, and MIT normally submits
about nine candidates, Hobbs said.
The Marshall program was started by the British Parliament in 1953
"as a practical and enduring gesture
of thanks on behalf of the British
people for assistance received from
the United States in the aftermath of
the Second World War," according
to the program's brochure.
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lAP:

When: February 13, 1995 at 7:00 - 9:00 pm

Where: Cambridge Marriott, Longfellow Room
Pizza and other refreshments will be served

.f.i
.1

On campus recruiting date: February 15, 1995
For more information email:
afrancom@feldtech.ameridata.com
I-i

__-

<.________.

AmeriData Consulting is an Equal Opportunity Employer
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AFILM BY JOHN SINGLETON

HllirtH
LIEARNING
Here's a special gift for you - one that gives twice too!
First, bring in the coupon. Get a free book. (Your choice of
several MIT Press paperbacks, oldies-but-goodies, perfect for
stocking stuffers, while supplies last.)
Second, shop for great holiday gifts, and get 20% OFF* all
the season's readings from The MIT Press, including specially priced gift books. (Check our ads instudent newspapers or on Techlnfo for a list.)
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Physics Will Offer
Tial Run of8.12
During IAP 1995
IAP, from Page 1
burden on students. "We're very
sensitive to piling things on students
and feel that this is a happy compromise. ... We feel we've done this at
the right level without destroying
the old spirit" of IAP.
This IAP, 8.112 will be taught
by Professor of Physics Richard K.
Yamamoto '57. The goal of the
class is "mainly to have projects oriented toward data acquisition,"
Yamamoto said.
IAP 1995 will be a trial run for
the new course, so the enrollment
will be limited to 10 students,
Yamamnoto said. "I am still setting
up the lab and [doing] a lot of
debugging. ... Hopefully it will go

okay."
IAP is growing

The number of credit activities
offered during IAP has risen a great

firx
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Number of IAP Subjects
Offered for Credit 19880-

deal over the past few years, said
Mary Z. Enterline, associate dean
for Undergraduate Academic
Affairs.
The number of subjects offered
has grown steadily from 31 in IAP
1988 to 79 in the upcoming 1AP,
with the number of undergraduates
registered for credit activities
increasing from 283 in IAP 1988 to
1132 in IAP 1994, she said.
Enterline believes that IAP is
ideally suited to certain types of
subjects, such as the LEGO Robot
Design Competition (6.270) and
language courses.
In addition, the Department of
Earth, Atmospheric, and Planetary
Sciences "organizes some trips
which were credit courses. .... IAP
is uniquely suited for trips like
these," Enterline said.
"The demand for credit subjects
has not yet been met," Enterline
said, adding that the increase in IAP
credit activities should continue.
She also said that allowing departments to offer requirements exclusively during IAP would contribute
to the trend.
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Title

I

Reg

iarl raiiiiitori Fniajy: A isuai..Primer

Albertini

Carlo Scarpa: Architecture in Details

Aleksandrov

Mathematics: Its Contents, Methods,

I

50.00
70.00

SALE

I

Il J^

II

Manzini,

Material of Invention

50.00

27.50

385.00

15.00.

32.50

Math.
Soc.Japan

Ency. Dict. of Mathematics
2nd ed., 4 vol set

245.00

95.00

McCullough

Electronic Design Studio

57.50

39.95

Technobabble

27.50

17.95

Mitchell

The Reconfigured Eye*(Last he copies)

45.00

24.95

I
Benedikt

Cyberspace: First Steps* (Last he)

27.50

13.95

Moore

Poetics of Gardens

45.00

29.95

i
iBechtel

Manual of Cultivated Orchid Sps.,3rd

85.00

68.00

Mosser

Architecture of Western Gardens, The

49.95

49.95

II

.Sound Pattern of Enqlish, The

37.50

25.00

Mounffort

IGhurchland
C

Neurophilosophy: Toward a

Wild India: Wildlife & Scenery
of India & Nepal

39.95

29.95

Unified Science of Mind-Brain

42.00

25.00

Electrifying America:
Social Meanings of a New Technology

37.50

27.50

I
Churchland

Computational Brain, The

45.00

29.95

ICrimp

On the Museum's Ruins

29.95

19.95

Wild Malaysia: Wildlife & Scenery of
Pennisular Malaysia, Sarawak, & Sabah

39.95

29.95

I
Dertouzos

Made In America: Regaining the

Polyphilio, or The Dark
Forest Revisited* (Last hc copies)

39.95

18.95

Posner

Foundations of Cognitive Science

75.00

49.95

& Meaning, 2nd Ed; 3 vol. set, pb

39.95

29.95

IA
Antebi

Biotechnology: Strategies for Life

47.50

I
Backus

Georges Bank Atlas

I
Barry

I Chc.'esl ,

Productive Edge
IDreyfus

Nye
Payne
Perez-Gomez

30.00

19.95

What Computers Still Can't Do:
A Critique of Artificial Reason, pb

14.95

11.50

Remington

Nine Pioneers in Amer. Graphic Design

55.00

32.50

I
Edgerton

Moments of Vison, pb

19.95

15.95

Robbins

I
Forsyth

Buildings For Music*

55.00

29.95

The Independent Group: Postwar
Britain &The Aesthetics Of Plenty*

50.00

25.95

I
Foster

Compulsive Beauty

30.00

21.95

I
Frieden

Downtown, Inc

35.00

24.95

Architecture Transformed:
A History of the Photography of Buildings
from 1839 to the Present, pb

29.95

17.50

I
Gallagher
I

American Ground Zero:
The Secret Nuclear War

Schodek

Landmarks in Amer. Civil Engineering

55.00

39.95

60.00

35.00

Schodek

Structure in Sculpture

I
Gottschall

Typographic Communications Today

85.00

39.95

60.00

48.00

Sharp

Bicycles & Tricycles, pb

I
Harbison
I

The Built, The Unbuilt & the Unbuildable:

16.95

9.50

Stafford

In Pursuit of Architectural Meaning

32.50

19.95

Body Criticism: Imaging the Unseen in
Enlightenment Art& Medicine

57.50

34.95

Heims

Cybernetics Group, The

27.50

17.50

Stevens

Handbook of Regular Patterns

29.95

19.95

Jevons

Fatal Equilibrium, The

15.95

7.50

Vidler

Klivington

Science of Mind, The

42.50

27.50

14.95

Klotz

History Of Postmodern Architecture*

29.95

14.95
14.95

Architectural Uncanny, The:
Essays in the Modern Unhomely

Wallis

Blasted Allegories

32.50

19.95

Krauss

Optical Unconscious, The

27.50

Whitt &Wilson

Bicycling Science, 2nd Edition, pb

14.50

9.50

Wiggershaus

Frankfurt School, The: Its History,
Theories, and Political Significance

60.00

I
I
I
I
I

hiLe Corbusier
11
ILeVay
III
ILynch
I
11
-1I

I

M-

Sketchbooks, Set of 4 Vols.

800.00
25.00

Sexual Brain, The
City Sense &City Design:;
Writings &Projects

60.00

19.95
395.00

II
14.95

Robinson
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And since a 12-year study shows
that being 40% or more overweigputs you at high risk,
it makes sense to follow these
guidelines for healthy living!
Eat plenty of fruits and
vegetables rich in vitamins A
and C-oranges, cantaloupe,
strawberries, peaches, apricots
broccoli, cauliflower, brussel
sprouts, cabbage. Eat a highfiber, low-fat diet that includes
whole-grain breads and cerea
such as oatmeal, bran and whe
Eat lean meats, fish, skinned
poultry and low-fat dairy
products. Drink alcoholic
beverages only in moderatior
For more information,
call 1-800-ACS-2345.

45.00

AMtERICAN
CANCER
Xl-il
"U"i
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Help Wanted
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Greeks
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Advertising Policies
Classified ads are due at 5 p.m. two days before day
of publication, and must be prepaid and accompanied
by a complete address and phone number. Send or
bring ads, with payment, to W20-483 (84 Mass. Ave.,

JP

[ Travel
0 Information

Room 483, Cambridge, MA 02139). Account numbers

~for

Information a

(fax: 258-8226) or adsathe-tech.mit.edu.

B Housing_

Travel Abroad and Work. Make up to
$2000-$4000+/mo. teaching basic
conversational English in Japan,
Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching
background or Asian languages
required. For information call: (206)
632-1146 ext J50333.

AutoCAD Drafting and Design Temp.
or P/T, 25 years experience in

Apartment/room
Kendall Square.

designing, detailing, and checking of
Electrical, Mechanical, Architectural
and drawings of all kinds. 10 years
an AutoCAD Designer. Call George

extremely nice guy. Call Abid at 2258173.

needed as sperm
Healthy men
Healthy
men needed as sperm
donors. Help others and earn up to
$105/week. All ethnicities needed,
call to see if you qualify: 497-8646
M-F, 8:00-4:00. California Cryobank,
Cambridge.

(617) 284-0736

Computer for sale 486DX, 40 MHz,
120 MB hard drive, VGA monitor /w
1 Meg video, 256 K cache memory,
4 MB RAM, 2400 baud modem,
sound card, mouse, keyboard,

Legal problems? I am an experienced
torney and graduateofMITwhochedules
and graduate of MIT who will
work with you to solve your legal
problems. My office is conveniently
located in downtown Boston, just
minutes from MIT via the MBTA. If
you have a question involving
litigation, high tech law, consumer or
business law, family law, real estate

Windows 3.1 and Dos 5.0 are
included. $950 firm. Call Jin at 4948677.

or accidents, call Attorney Esther J.
Horwich at 523-1150 for a free initial
consultation.

Kramer guitar for sale 3 pick-ups,
r^
Peavey amplifier with distortion, 2

S Travel
...B B » w w
ui
ichTeSesWtAiith
Hitch The Skies With Airhitch
Carrib/Mex $189 R/T, Europe $169,
California $129. Call for FREE
program description 800-326-2009.

rl
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17

--------------------

patchcords, leather case. All for
$250, negotiable. Call Jin at 4948677.
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[ For Sale

for
evxchand t
Make Moner In
for
occasional before/afterhap
bright 9-year-old girl.
Private
bedroom/bath; city skyline view.
References. 242-0950 after 9 pm.
*------------------$1500 weekly possible mailing our
circulars! No experience necessary!
Begin now! For info call 202-2980955.
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Services Offered
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wanted near
Non-smoker,

-

-

ACROSS

Spring Break- Nassau/Paradise
Island, Cancun, Jamaica from $299?

College students wanted for the
"$10,000 Pyramid" Game. Call Mike
at 499-1922.

Air, hotel, transfers. Parties and
more! Organize a small group-earn lP
Physical Education. Registration
free trip plus commissions! Call 1will be held in Rockwell Cage on
800-822-0321.
Monday, January 9, from 12:00 to
Classes begin January 10.
are available in the
Cs
to
rney
include
-Stlob dupont s
by. OpportuAe
include:
Stuyvesant High School Alumn-MIT
Aerobics
morning , noon, evening),
has a Stuy alumni chapter for YOU!
Stetbils
on,
Baxint
Get involved and keep those Stuy
Baset
Boxingnce
Field
bonds strong! Get to know more
Lacrosse,
Lifeguarding, Partne
r
upperclassmen who are in your
Dance, Pistol, Ropes, Self Defense,
major! For more information, contact
Figure Skating, Skiing, Indoor Soccer,
Squash, Swimming, Tae Kwon Do,
Angela at 225-8547.
Tennis, Advanced Tennis Doubles,
1:00 pr.

The Boston Audio Society, a forum
for audiophiles, schedules guest
lecturers, publishes a newsletter,
'
meets locally every third Sunday to
hear & discuss audio developments:
259-9684 or PO Box 211, Boston,
MA 02126.

44
45~oHaphazard
Imitated
46 Demolish
47 Twain character
50 Sheet music term

14 cod or Horn

51 Federal figure

25 Otherwise called

50 Prefix for meter

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
34
37
38
40

51 Tale
52 English prep
school
53 Fsdcher of old
56 Cowboy Tom
57 Basketball hoop

54
55
58
59
60
61
62
63

(abbr.)
Poisonous snakes
Improve
Brake part
Car need
Dr. Frankenstein's
aide
Take care of
Live
H
Hand:
Sp.

conspirator
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59
5BT

0

58
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62
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53
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Ventures
Troop encampment
section
Curved
Harmonize
A Beatle
Bottomless pit
Well-known
Preside over
Win's partner
Cheat

46
47
48
49

Functions
Bygone
1968 tennis champ
Word in fairy
tale beginning

PUZZLE SOLUTIONS
FROM LAST ISSUE

41 Toy musical

29 Moorish palace
2

Video Dance, Advanced Volleyball,
Water Polo, and Weight Training.
"Swimming Stroke Analysis" and "Pro
Wrestling: Sport, Spectacle, or
Wrsln:SotSpcaer
Societal Aberration" will be offered
as non-credit activates only. Call the
Physical Education Office x3-4291 for
more information.

1 Arabian ruler
5 Helmet part
10 Identical

HP

40

H Information

13
out a living
18 -Hollywood's
-Walsh
23 Close to
24 Reject

15 Pygmy antelope
l
1 Journey
-iBH~tf^^T---J--HB^^BK^^
illJP~illttlililiMI~fil-25M
~
4SS~lSS~u
25
I
HM~mlg|HH|B
17 Pertaining to
acting
BBBBBIBBH~l__,.,.,,_BHM_
__Hi~~lffl~a
'30
31 32
19 Anger
20 Yoko
-- j---HB|34
-5
21 Skin ailment
22 Works with dough
BIBB
I
I -I
-- waffW
3724 ------Former TV Bishop
H825 on the ocean
26 "Julius Caesar"

39

B Travel

13

19

21

All other advertisers................................... $5.00

a Miscellaneous

Positions Wanted

Ideal part-time childcare job Carry
your course load! Get free

10 or rrore insertions ..................... $2.10

ds. Contact our office for more details at 258324

Clubs

[

MIT/departments accepted. Sorry, no 'personal'

Rates per insertion per unit of 35 words
MIT community:
1 insertion ..................................... $3.00
2-3 insertions ................................ $2.75
4-5 insertions ................................ $2.50
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Top: The Logarhythms display some fancy feet during their 'No
Fireworks' concert Saturday night in 10-250.
Right: Beth E. Siers '95 sings "Santa Baby" for the Muses concert
in Little Kresge on Friday night.
Above Left: The "Legs" of, a 5-woman MIT group open for the Logs.
Left: The Salem State Stormtroopers of Death give a heartrending
performance.
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Can reason ever replace religion?
: Is consciousnessa "virtualreality"?
What really happens when we die?
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"Thought i our piece was nicely written, and reminded me of Lewis Thomas."
- Arthlur C. Clark
"His Holiness read the article and found it interesting."
- Tempa Tsering. Secretary to the Dalai l.ama
"' thinkyou are, on to sonmetming... I rdo't think anyone yet has had at these
angle, and you rilte so that almost anyone can
issues from a neure-anatomy
-Harvey Cox
catch the drift."
"Congratulationson Neurotheology. It is both thoughtfuland clearer In stle. I
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can turn their ideas into real
online businesses. We've
committed millions to this
battle. If you think you're

The battle over killer online
content has begun. And The
AOL Greenhouse* is on the

The answers may surprise you, delight you, or annoy you; but you will not dismiss
or forget them. A cutting edge crossover between human nature and modern science, Neurotheology will charm your mind. Responses to early chapters include:
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- College President. North Carolina
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Vanity Track Team Holds OffAlemrn Challenge, 69-53
By Daniel Wang
SPORTS EDITOR

Last Saturday, past and present
members of the track and field program gathered together at Johnson
Athletic Center for the meet pitting
the current varsity against the alumni. Having a few former national
champions, the alumni looked like
they could present a challenge. In
the end, however, the Engineers
prevailed over the "Has-beens,"
69-53.
The alumni displayed dominance
on the field, with two former national champions combining to win all
but one event. Bill Singhose '90
showed what made him a titleholder
in the decathlon, as he captured first
place in the pole vault, long jump,
and triple jump.
In both the pole vault and long
jump, Singhose needed only one
attempt to secure the win. In the
pole vault, he cleared a height of 12
feet, 6 inches with his first try.
Although he had cleared greater
heights in the past, he elected to
stop with his result.
The second place finisher Jason
Melvin '97 cleared 11' 0" on his
first attempt, but was unsuccessful

in three tries with the bar at 12' 0".
In the long jump, Singhose completed a leap of 21' 3/4" on his first
attempt in the final round, then
passed on his remaining two tries.

The varsity took the next five
places, led by Hung Hoang '96 with
a 19' 3/4" followed by Jesus Muniz
'98 and Andy Ugarov '95, who tied
for third with a distance of 19' 53/4".
A similar result occurred in the
triple jump which followed. In this
event, Singhose covered a distance
of 43' 8-1/2". Ugarov came the
closest, with a distance of 42' 11/4".
J.P. Clarke G, who was difficult
to match in size, was also difficult
to match in the two throwing events.
In the 35-pound weight throw, his
heaves often caused the weight to
bounce past the safety net used to
stop it. The Engineers' current top
thrower, John Wallberg '96 came
the closest to Clarke's 53 foot, 4-1/2
inch effort, with his best hurl traveling 48' 6-3/4".
The rest of the field came closer
in the shot put, but in the end,
Clarke and Wallberg placed first
and second again. Clarke delivered
a throw of 45' 4-1/2", while Wallberg threw a distance of 44' 7-1/4".
Singhose showed his versatility by
placing fourth in this event, with a
41' 11-1/4" effort.
The lone Engineer victory came
in the high jump, as Ugarov topped
the field after clearing a height of 6'
6". In this event, Tom Washington
'92 of the alumni prevented a varsi-

ty sweep of the top places by taking
second, with a height of 6' 2". The
next best performance came from
Daniel Feldkhun '98, who cleared
6' 0" for third place.
Since 1982, the alumni had
defeated the varsity in the final team
score only three times in this annual
event. Early on, the chances of
another triumph for the alumni
looked good. After three events, the
alumni led, 16-11. However, two
events later, the varsity claimed the
lead, with the score 25-20, and
never relinquished it.
The results on the track seemed
to make the difference in the meet.
The turning point for the Engineers
appeared in the mile run, the first
scoring running event.
In this race, the Engineers faced
a challenge from Mike Piepergerdes
'93, a second-place finisher at the
1993 National Collegiate Athletic

Association Division III Championships in the 1500-mneter run. Josh
Feldman '97 responded to the challenge by starting out on a fast pace.

Piepergerdes sat back and appeared
to wait for Feldman to tire and slow
down.
However, Feldman kept the lead
and finished strong to win, with a
time of 4 minutes, 12.95 seconds.
Piepergerdes was not able to close
the gap, and even finished behind
Richard Rosalez '98 to end Iup in

third place.
Singhose performs on track
Singhose furthered showed his
all-around ability by taking a first in
one running event, and finishing
second in another. In the 55-meter
high hurdles, he gained a fairly easy
win, clocking 8.04 seconds to establish a comfortable margin from
Colin Page '95, Ernest Bonner '97,
and Don Lee '98.
Three events later, Edgar
Ngwenya '96 denied Singhose victory in the 800-meter run. Ngwenya
started out in the lead and stayed
there, gaining a winning time of
2:01.44. Singhose, meanwhile, sat
in fourth place before sprinting
ahead of Eric Nicholson '98 and
Joel Ford '98 to finish second, a little more than one second behind
Ngwenya.

The 400-meter and 200-meter
races were conducted in heats, as
races against the clock. John Kim
'98 came out on top of the 400meter event, with a time of 54.76. In
the 200-meter dash, Malik King '95

won a close race, in which 0.12 seconds separated fourth place from his
winning time of 24.03.
Matt Sandholm '96 was the victor in the 55-meter dash, edging two
alumni runners, Ayisi Makatiani '90
and Jay Chiang '94, in a time of
6.77 seconds.

In the penultimate event, the
5000-meter run, Ethan Crain '95
and Jesse Darley '95 displayed
teamwork that translated into
astounding success. Throughout
most of the race, the duo paced each
other, with each one taking turns in
the lead.
Two alumni runners, Terry
McNatt '87 and Eugene Tung '88
ran close to each other and tried
chasing the Crain-Darley pair. However, Crain and Darley proceeded to
increase their lead with every lap
completed.
Near the end, they had only each

other to race against. With about
800 meters left, Crain pulled away
and cruised into the finish line with
a winning time of 15:01.5. Darley
followed with second, coming in
with a time of 15:04.95. Together,
they lapped all of the other runners,
except for McNatt, who covered the
distance in 15:22.95.
In the final event, the 4 x 200meter relay, the lone alumni team
held off a challenge from four varsity teams to finish first. However, the
Engineers had already clinched the
team victory.
The next meet for the Engineers
will be the Beaver Relays, also at
home, on Saturday, Jan. 14. The
meet will serve as a warm-up for the
official team competitions that
begin the following week.

Squash, Without Van Delden, Suffers 6-3 Defeat to Colby
By Daniel Wang
SPOR 1S EDITOR

The squash team fell victim to
Colby College, 6-3, Thursday night
at DuPont.
The result gives the team a current record of 1-4 for the season.
The play commenced with the
even-numbered matches (second,
fourth, sixth, eighth, and 10th singles), which ended with Colby gaining a 3-i advantage; the i Oth match
does not count toward the team
score.

The Engineers played the match
without regular third singles player
Hans Van Delden '95, forcing
everyone below him to play at one
position higher than usual. For the
Engineers, with an inexperienced
U--II·----·-IIP
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team consisting of many members
in their first season of varsity competition, this change may have been
a factor in the loss.
The point for MIT came from
James Habyarimana '98 at sixth singles, who won fairly easily in
straight games, 15-9, 15-11, 15-8.
At second singles, Yves
Kissenpfennig '95 had trouble with
his opponent, who delivered many
shots which made the bail die soon
after hitting the front wall. After
dropping the first two games,
15-10, 17-16, Kissenpfenning battled back to take the third game,
15-10. In the fourth game, he took a
5-0 lead, but then his opponent
came back to tie at 5-5. The Colby
player went ahead 11-9, then traded
-- _II
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points with Kissenpfennig to finish
out the match.
Fourth singles player Andres
Villaquiran '97 also struggled in his
match. Early on, his adversary used
the walls well and produced many
unreturnable shots. After hitting
many balls which either passed Villaquiran or dropped short near the
front wall, the Colby player took the
first game, 15-6. Villaquiran then
rebounded to take ithe second ganlc,

deficit to a 14-11 lead, allowing
him to finish soon afterwards.
At eight singles, Salvador Biguria '97 took a little longer than his
teammates to finish, but ended up
with a loss in four games, 15-13,
12--15, 15-11, 15-11.
After the second round of matches began, the Engineers captured
another point when first singles
player Andrew Downer '96 won in

15-10.

However, his teammates on the
courts adjacent to his did not fare as
well. Third singles player Scan
Kwok '97 won a hard-fought first
game, 15-13, but then his next two
games were a disaster, as he lost by
scores of 15-5, and 15-1. In the
third game, his opponent won 11
points in a row. Kwok recovered in
the fourth game, but not enough to
force a fifth game, and lost this one,
15-8.
At fifth singles, Asim Khwaja
'95 encountered problems with
interfering with his opponent's
ability to retrieve the ball. In
squash, a player who obstructs his

Any momentum that Villaquiran
may have gained from the second
game was not enough, as his foe
won the last two games, 15-6,
15-12, and the match. In the final
game, Villaquiran's opponent won
six points in a row to change a 11-8
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Football offensive guard Corey
Foster '95 has been named a first
team GTE College Sports Information Directors of America (CoSIDA) Academic All-America for the
second consecutive year.
MIT football awards were
recently named and three players
shared Most Valuable Player honors. Offensive guards Corey Foster
'95 and Nick Bollweg '95 were
offensive co-MVPs. Bollweg was a
.5 two time East-

REQUIREMENTS
Technically oriented, BS or MS in finance, economics, computer
science, engineering and/or mathematics background, at least
two semesters or equivalent programming coursework and
knowledge of C, Pascal, Fortran or similar language.
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INTERESTED?
We will be recruiting at MIT on February 27, 1995. Contact the
Office of Career Services if you are interested in more information or would like to interview for the above position.
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By Roger Crosley

THE POSITION
Software Developers/Financial Analysts/System Programmers
for entry-level positions in New York City anid Princeton, NJ.
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SPORTS INFORMA TION DIRECT7OR

THE FIRM
Bloomberg L.P. is a leading financial information firm, providing
sophisticated data and analysis to investment professionals and
major companies around the world.
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The Engineers hope for improvement in their next match on Thursday, Jan. 19 at home, against
Amherst College.

Foster Earns Second
Academic All-America

We're Looking for
Tomorrow's Innovators.
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opponents efforts to get the ball,
intentionally or not, loses the point.
A few incidents caused Khwaja to
become upset with himself. He
ended up losing in straight games,
15--11, 15-10, 15-13. Both he and
Kwok showed frustration as they
came off the court after their
matches.
With those two wins, Colby had
clinched the match. Colby gained an
extra point at ninth singles when
Dexter Mootoo '95 was ousted,
15-9, 15-10, 15--5.
The Engineers were able to gain
some consolation by capturing the
final match to finish. Seventh singles player Mukund Venkatesh '95
won his first game easily, by a score
of 15-4, but then lost the next game,
15-13. Venkatesh proceeded to win
the last two hard-fought games,
15-12, 15-11 to give MIT an addi-
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Football Conference first
team all-star.
Foster was a
first team ECFC selection his
sophomore season and a second
team pick his junior and senior
years.
The defensive MVP was linebacker Andy Carnell '95, who led
the team in tackles. Rookies of the
year were Troy Gayeski '97 on
offense and Mike Butville '98 on

defense. Gayeski is a tight end ,
while Butville plays strong safety.
The most improved player was
defensive tackle Brad Gray '98.
Named as captains for 1995 were
Chris Brown '96, Kevin Ferrigno
'96, Jose DeLeon '97, and Chris
Yanney '97. Brown and DeLeon are
running backs, while Yanney is a
defensive tackle, and Ferrigno plays
defensive end.
Men's Track and Field
The 1994 men's outdoor track
and field team is the only collegiate
men's track team in the country to
earn the distinction of being named
an All-Academic Team. The award
is presented by the United States
Track Coaches Association. The
Engineers earned a cumulative
grade point average of 3.37 on an
adjusted 4.0 scale.
Women's Sailing
The women's sailing team finished the fail season ranked eighth
nationally.

